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every effort should be made by them at this their mutual security of special interest
Conference to discharge it. to the rest of the world. Thirdly, there was

the necessity of making adequate provision
The League of Nations lost no time in for the peaceful settlement of international

grappling with the problem. The Council, disputes.
during the first year of its existence, set
up its Permanent Advisory Commission
for military, naval and air questions, a The draft treaty on all these points represen-
body of technical experts appointed by the ted a compromise, and the compromise was
countries represented on the Council. It particularly evident in an attempt to combine
was the duty of this Commission to advise the the principle of a general international guaran-
Council on the execution of Article 8 and tee with a system of supplementary defensive
on military, naval and air questions gene- agreements between particular nations.
rally. The first Assembly of the League, Everyone desired a universal system of gua-
however, recognised that disarmament was rantees and a uniform basis of security.
more than a technical question, and that Some, however, thought that it would be
for its practical solution it was necessary easier to proceed from the particular to the
to consider also a whole series of political, general than from the general to theparticu-
social and economic problems. It accor- lar. Regional agreements may, indeed, afford
dingly decided to widen the basis of enquiry. guarantees which take into account the
For this purpose, it appointed a Temporary more concrete factors of the problem of
Mixed Commission composed of recognised security, but it is essential to prevent such
authorities on the various aspects requiring agreements from competing with any uni-
consideration. versal system to be established under the

Covenant. They must not be allowed to

This Commission worked for four years weaken the more general system by the
and continued in being until the Assembly formation of groups with a predominantly
of 1924. During its discussions, most of sectional object.
the problems which have since become so
familiar to us were brought forward. Most
of these problems, as might be expected, The draft Treaty of Mutual Assistance
centred upon the necessarily intimate rela- was communicated to the Governments in
tion between disarmament and security. 1923. But when the Assembly met in 1924,

it was obvious that it could not be accepted
as a final and satisfactory solution of the

In some quarters, it came to be accepted problem. The Assembly decided to drop
as an axiom that disarmament must proceed the scheme and itself maid an effort to
side by side with the development of prode a substitute The result of this
security and could only be effected in pro- prode a s more comrehensive plan theportio to thatseci. attempt was a more comprehensive plan, the

portion to that security. Geneva Protocol of 1924. That protocol,
based like the draft treaty on the

On the other hand, there were those who renunciation of aggressive war, represented
held that the nations could not be secure advance upon the earlier instrument in
until they had disarmed. They urged with respect of the three essential points to which
equal insistence that the problem should I have already referred. First, it laid down
be approached from the opposite side. criteria for determining the aggressor,

aggression being presumed against the party
Here again was the beginning of the vicious which refused to accept the procedure

circle, and the first efforts of the Temporary of peaceful settlement embodied in the
Mixed Commission were necessarily directed protocol. Secondly, it definitely accepted
towards resolving this disagreement. the principle of a general guarantee, the

system of special agreements being recog-
The first attempt to bring the two nised, however, as affording a convenient

conceptions into harmony resulted in the means of rapidly applying sanctions and as
draft Treaty of Mutual Assistance, presented providing additional guarantees in reinforce-
by the Temporary Mixed Commission to ment of the general system of security.
the Assembly in 1923. The draft treaty Thirdly, the machinery for a peaceful
was based on the fundamental idea, success- settlement of international disputes was
fully embodied six years later in the Paris strengthened, arbitration being made com-
Pact for the Renunciation of War, that war, pulsory for all disputes, and supported with
as an instrument of aggression, must hence- sanctions to be applied under the authority
forth be regarded as an international crime. of the Council. The protocol, like the draft
Three principal difficulties arose. First Treaty of Mutual Assistance, was expressly
it was necessary to determine the aggressor. made contingent upon a scheme of disarma-
Secondly, a choice was offered between two ment being brought into operation.
rival systems - a system of universal
guarantees to which all nations of the world
might be a party, and a system of regional It became evident, however, early in 1925
guarantees between nations whose historical, that the protocol which had been accepted
geographical or economic interests rendered by the previous Assembly, and signed by
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fourteen States, would not be generally The Preparatory Commission for the
accepted. Emphasis was laid on the diffi- Disarmament Conference consisted of repre-
culties which would arise from the non- sentatives of the States Members of the
participation of important countries which Council and of such other States as were
were not Members of the League of Nations. considered to be in a special position as
The opinion was expressed that, in view of regards disarmament by reason of their
the political situation then existing, it would geographical situation. It was attended by
be better for the moment frankly to recognise the delegates of three other Governments,
that there still existed deep-lyingcauses of not Members of the League -the United
hostility between certain nations which States of America from the beginning, the
might be better met by special treaties Union of Soviet Socialist Republics since
between such nations, within the framework November 1927, and Turkey since March
of the Covenant. The protocol was accor- 1928. Any State not represented on the
dingly set aside in favour of that partial Commission was entitled to submit memo-
application of the regional system which randa and to be heard in support of them,
was to be shortly embodied in the Locarno and the Commission had power to invite any
Treaties, duly signed on October 16th, 1925. State to co-operate on special questions.
The Locarno Treaties were in effect regarded The terms of reference of the Commission
as regional agreements corresponding with were drafted by a special Committee of the
the spirit, and fitting within the framework, Council.
of the League. They guaranteed the
territorial status quo as between Belgium i mm i 
and Germany and as between Germany and
France, and provided for the peaceful perhaps best be realised by stating some ofFrance, and provided for the peaceful the questions specifically referred to it'settlement of all disputes between these specically reerred to it
countries. The main treaties, signed by
Germany, Belgium, France, Great Britain What was to be understood by the
and Italy, were supplemented by special expression " armaments " ? Was it prac-
arbitration conventions between Germany, ticable to limit the ultimate war strength
Belgium, France, Poland and Czechoslovakia. of a country or must any measures of

disarmament be confined to the peace
strength ? What was to be understood

It must be remembered that the arrange- by the expression " reduction and limi-
ments concluded at Locarno had a direct tation of armaments " ? By what stand-
bearing on the problem of disarmament, in ards was it possible to measure the arma-
that the representatives of the eight Govern- ments of one country against those of
ments assembled there declared in the Final another? Were there such things as offen-
Protocol signed on October 16th, 1925, sive and defensive armaments? On what
their firm conviction that the entry into principle would it be possible to draw up a
force of these treaties and conventions would scale of armaments permissible to the
contribute greatly to bring about a moral various countries, on the basis of their
relaxation of international tension, help population, resources, geographical situa-
powerfully towards the solution of many tion, or the length and nature of their
political and economic problems in accor- frontiers and communications ? Could the
dance with the interests and sentiments of reduction of armaments be promoted by
the peoples concerned, and would thus ensuring the swift application of economic
effectively hasten the disarmament provided and military sanctions under the Covenant
for in Article 8 of the Covenant of the League. following an act of aggression? To
The said Governments have, moreover, what extent was regional disarmament
pledged themselves to give their sincere possible in return for regional security?
co-operation to the work for disarmament Was any scheme of disarmament imprac-
already undertaken by the League, and ticable unless it was general? Would
to seek its realisation in a general agreement. regional disarmament lead up to general

disarmament? Was it possible to dis-
tinguish, for proposes of disarmament,

Meanwhile the Assembly, noting that between civil and military aircraft?
negotiations between these Powers were in
progress and might definitely be regarded
as coming withif the framework of the It wil be seen from the nature of these
League, decided that preparatory technical questions that, though the bulk of the work
studies for the reduction and limitation of of the Preparatory Commission was of a
armaments should immediately be under- technical character, it had also to deal with
taken. The nations of the world thus entered many of those questions of security and the
upon the final stage in the preparation for provision of pacific means for the settlement
the present Conference. The Preparatory of disputes, which had played so prominent
Commission for the Disarmament Conference a part in the discussion on disarmament
was constituted, and, during the ensuing during the six previous years.
five years, worked according to the advice
and instructions of the Council. The result I will speak in a moment of the work done by
of the work of that Commission is before you. the Preparatory Commission under its terms
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of reference. But I must first refer to certain Convention has up to now been signed by
concurrent developments during the years thirty States.
in which the Preparatory Commission was
performing its task. Some of these develop- The acceptance by the majority of States
ments occurred within the League itself, f the compulsory jurisdiction of the Perma-
and upon the advice of the Preparatory nent Court, the third development to which
Commission, whereas others were initiated I have alluded, might almost be regarded
by certain Governments and proceeded as a necessary concomitant of the second.
parallel with the work of the League. Forty-six States had signed the Optional

Clause in September 1931, and thirty-
Chief among the developments within the seven of them have already ratified their

League were the General Act for the Pacific signatures.
Settlement of International Disputes, pre-
sented to the Assembly in 1928; the Meanwhile other events were taking
Convention on Financial Assistance, adopted pla outside the League, but directed
by the Assembly in 1930, and the successive towards the same ends as were the League
accessions by the majority of States Members activities. Of these events, by far the most
of the League to Article 36 of the Statute of important in the field of security was the
the Permanent Court of International Jus- adoption of the Paris Pact for the Benuncia-
tice, under which the signatories have accep-tion of War as an Instrument of National
ted its compulsory jurisdiction. Policy. The Pact came into force in July

1929, and is now binding on almost every
The General Act for the Pacific Settlement civilised country in the world. The close

of International Disputes was drafted by relationship of the Paris Pact with the
the Committee on Arbitration and Security Covenant of the League scarcely needs to
appointed during a session of the Prepara- be emphasised. The Assembly of the League
tory Commission in November 1927. As had, in 1927, previous to the discussion of
finally approved by the Assembly, it com- the Pact, adopted a resolution in favour
bines three model conventions dealing res- of a complete renunciation of war. When,
pectively with conciliation, judicial settle- subsequently, the Paris Pact came into
ment and arbitral settlement. It may be force, the Assembly began seriously to con-
accepted by any State as a whole or a State sider amending the Covenant so that the
may elect to accede to any of its three two instruments might be brought into
divisions. harmony. The important point for us at

this Conference to bear in mind is that
The General Act represents one of the throughout these discussions the question

most considerable efforts so far made to of the amendment of the Covenant to bring
organise peace, and has up to the present it into harmony with the Pact of Pariswas
moment been acceded to, and therefore regarded as intimately bound up with the
brought into force by, nineteen countries. entry into force of a general convention for

the reduction of armaments. Certain States
The system of security provided in the in fact explicitly desired to know, before

General Act has been further supplemented giving an opinion on the amendment of the
by a draft Convention to improve the Means Covenant, to what extent and for how long
of preventing War, framed by the Committee the convention for the reduction of arma-
on Arbitration and Security and adopted by ments would be adequate and effective.
the Assembly in 1931, which expressed the In the Assembly discussions, the close con-
hope that a large number of States would nection between security and disarmament
sign it before the meeting of the present was again strongly emphasised. In view
Conference. of that connection, it was decided that a

committee for the amendment of the
The Convention on Financial Assistance, Covenant might meet during the present Con-

the second of the developments to which ference and consider the texts prepared and
I have referred, was adopted by the Assembly submitted to the Assembly last September.
in 1930, and its enforcement is conditional The Assembly, in taking this decision,
on the entry into force of a scheme for the affirmed its intention of inserting in the
reduction of armaments. Under this Con- Covenant a general prohibition of recourse
vention, a State which is attacked or in to war and the principle that international
danger of attack may, with the permission disputes must be settled only by pacific
of the Council of the League, raise loans means.
which are guaranteed, within certain clearly
defined limits, by the signatories. The Con- Concurrently with the development of
vention may also be used as a last attempt security by means of the Paris Pact, the
to ensure peace and prevent war, since the great naval Powers were endeavouring to
Council may grant financial assistance to bring about by mutual agreement a limita-
a signatory undertaking to submit its tion of naval armaments. The results of
dispute to pacific settlement and to conform those efforts will be examined by the present
to any provisional measures for safeguarding Conference, and the contributions thus made
peace recommended by the Council, when to the solution of the general problem will
the other party has refused to do so. This be carefully considered. The attempt to
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imit naval armaments dates from the during their consideration. May I remind you
Washington Conference of 1921 and 1922. of some of the more important questions
which resulted in a treaty by which the dealt with in the Convention: the limitation
United States of America, theBritish Empire, of effectives in time of peace and the
France, Italy and Japan agreed upon a limitation of the period of service in
limitation of their capital ships and air- conscript armies; the indirect limitation
craft-carriers. A further naval conference of land material by means of a limitation
met at Geneva in 1927 to endeavour to of expenditure; the direct limitation by
settle certain technical difficulties with tonnage and gun calibre of naval material;
which the Preparatory Disarmament Con- the limitation of expenditure on material
mission was confronted. This Conference for naval armaments; the limitation of the
failed to achieve a satisfactory result. But, total number, horse-power and volume of
at the London Naval Conference held at the dirigibles; the limitation of the total num-
beginning of 1930, the five great naval ber and horse-power of aeroplanes; the
Powers agreed not to lay down, during the limitation of the total annual expenditure
years 1930 to 1936, the capital ship replace- on land, sea and air armed forces and forma-
ment tonnage which, during that period, tions organised on a military basis ; publicity
they were entitled to lay down by the terms and exchange of information; the prohibi-
of the Washington Treaty. The United tion of the use of chemical and bacteriolo-
States of America, the British Common- gical -arms; the' creation of a permanent
wealth of Nations, and Japan agreed to dis- disarmament commission and, finally, the
pose of certain existing capital ships and procedure to be followed in dealing with
agreed, moreover, to limit their cruisers, complaints.
destroyers and submarines to certain defi-
nite figures. It will be noted that one of the questions

raised is the limitation of armaments by
means of a limitation of expenditure. The

I now come to the technical work of the possibility of providing for a reduction and
Preparatory Disarmament Commission. That limitation of armaments by prescribing a
Commission was appointed in 1925. The reduction or limitation of the budgetary
draft Convention for the Limitation and expenditure on the armaments of the various
Reduction of Armaments was completed States has been long and carefully considered.
in December 1930. It therefore represents A committee of experts on budgetary
five years of preparation and discussion. questions was first constituted in November
The Convention is designed to provide a 1926. The principle of limiting expenditure
framework by means of which the limitation on armaments was not, however, accepted
and reduction of armaments may be achiev- by the Preparatory Commission until No-
ed. It prescribes methods but it does not vember 1930. The Committee of Experts
contain any figures, and it will be for the on Budgetary Questions resumed its work
present Conference to determine its prac- in consequence of that decision and adopted
tical scope. Such figures as are mentioned a unanimous report, which deals with the
in the Convention and its annexes are means for the practical application of the
merely illustrative. The Convention, more- principle of limitation and publicity of
over, is not an agreed document. Even as expenditure.
regards methods, opinions differed. Some
of the articles were accepted by majority The last session of the Preparatory Con-
votes; abstentions were frequent; there mission came to an end in December 1930,
were numerous reservations of varying and the Council of the League immediately
importance. Some of these reservations took steps to convene the present Confer-
were made by delegations which did not ence, taking its principal decisions, as I
think that the Convention was adequate, have said, in January and May of last year.
whereas others made reservations in the
contrary sense, on the ground that certain Sixty-four Governments, consisting of
of its provisions went too far. It is hardly fifty-five States Members of the League and
necessary to add that th Conference is nine non-member States, were invited to
free to consider any other texts or proposals send representatives, practically all of whom
that may be submitted to it. I invite have accepted.
the widest measure of co-operation from all
the delegations present in the framing of Clearly, our success must largely depend
constructive and practical suggestions or on the adequacy of he aterial at our dis-
alternative schemes. posal. The Council, on the advice of the

Preparatory Commission, took immediate
steps to obtain from the Governments

The Convention may be conveniently concerned particulars with regard to their
regarded as a synopsis of the problems armaments and information which might
before us; it shows how these problems assist the Conference. It was realised
have been approached; it indicates in what that such information would be of much
direction the greatest common measure of greater value to the Conference if it, were
agreement has been reached; the final presented according to a uniform plan. The
report of the Preparatory Commission con- Governments were accordingly asked, in
tains a record of the views put forward furnishing their particulars, to use the tables
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framed by the Preparatory Commission and All this preparatory work was absolutely
annexed to the draft Convention. This the necessary. May I recall a remark made in
Governments have done. the Council by M. Briand a year ago?

Referring to the work of the Preparatory

The Council also decided to ask the Comn- Disarmament Commission, he declared that:
munications and Transit Organisation of the
League to seek information from the "If a Disarmament Conference had.
Governments invited to the ConferenceGovernments invited to theConference been convened ten years previously on the
concerning the publication of information basis of the text of Aricle 8 of the
on civil aviation. There has accordinglyant, that Conference would ce
been prepared for our use a collection of
the provisions in force regarding the tn on t a o a 

ration, have ended in disaster".
exchange or publication of information r
relating to non-military aircraft.

e lt sep t s te prpaio o Since this is true, I am sure that you wouldThe last step towards the preparation of onference,
this Conference was taken by the Assembly al wsh , behalf of the Conferenc
of the League in September 1931. It to express ourindebtedness to the statesmen
addressed a general appeal to all countries and experts who have contributed to the
urging that every effort should be made to preparation of the vast amount of materialurging that every effort should be made to h n
create a world opinion strong enough to which now ies at our dposal.
enable this Conference to achieve positive
results. It also recommended, with a view Coerence has been called together
to creating a favourable atmosphere for this Concl on the basi of this idispen-C c t by the Council on the basis of this indispen-
Conference, that all States should undertakeen con-
to become parties to an armaments truce le reparatory wth te he oe vened to deal with the whole problem of
with the object of preventing competition e reduction and limitation of armamentsthe reduction and limitation of armaments
in armaments pending the conclusion of a nder rtile 8 of the Covenant of the
convention for their reduction and limita- e . one of the problems and difficul-
tion. The Council of the League, acting League. None of the problems and difficul-tioi. The Council of the League, actg ties to which I have alluded is excluded from
upon this recommendation, invited the scope of our discussion. The short
Governments, without prejudice to any ventured to give
decisions which this Conference might take s w Idecisions which this C~onference might take you of the activities of the League of Nations
or to the proposals which might be submitted ovenents of th- e . . . and of the Governments of the world in
to us, to refrain from any measures involving eaing w th problems may, therefore,an increasentheirarmamendealing with these problems may, therefore,
an increase in their armrnaments. The
Govean increase in their armaments bee be further justified as affording you some
Governments were asked to state before . . . * < idea of the wide limits within which this
November 1st, 1931, whether they were Conference may be permitted to range.
prepared for a period of one year from that
date to accept the truce. No less than fifty-
four replies were received in response to Finally, need I remind the Conference
this appeal, and, on NoveHmber 14th, the that the problem of disarmament is vitally
President of the Council felt justified in relevant to the grave economic and financial
concluding that none of the Governments crisis for which most nations are at the
was opposed to the truce and that, on the moment trying to find a solution ? The
contrary, all had declared their willingness financial burden of armaments and of past
to accept it. He noted that the undertaking a indeed, is one of its main contributory
was reciprocal and that such interpretations as. It is oneof the principal causes of
and observations as the Governments had causes. It is one -of the principal causes ofand observations as the Governments had unbalanced budgets in a large number of
attached to their acceptance of the truce countries. There may be difficulty incountries. There may be difficulty in
appearedtobeinkeepingwith the spirit nd finding a common denominator for the
letter of the proposal. The President in armaments of the various countries. But I
those circumstances declared that, failing ould yet venture to quote to you a figure
objection, the armaments truce might be which has been made by the competent
regarded as having been accepted for one services of the Secretariat as representing
year as from November 1st, 1931, by the an average of the military expenditure of
Governments invited to this Conference. sixty-one countries during the last four or

five years. That total figure reaches the
I have, in the course of this brief historical immense sum of 4,000 million dollars a year.

survey, gone over ground which must already The Parliaments and taxpayers of the
be familiar to you all. It seemed to me, various countries will not need to be remin-
however, that a rapid survey of this kind ded of the sum which they are severally
would be the best possible introduction to called upon to expend on armaments, and
our work and the best possible answer to the of the part of the national income which
criticisms which have been made, both as to is allotted to pay for past wars or for the
the complicated nature of the machinery preparation of future wars. Can we doubt
employed by the League in dealing with the popular welcome that would await
this problem and the length of time devoted definite progress in the direction of general
to it. disarmament, which would at once lighten
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the onerous financial burden and bring a There only can there be liberty for every
much-needed measure of relief to the world people to live its life without fear of
beset by grave economic difficulties ? injustice, of aggression, of oppression or of

war. There only can there be equality of
rights for every people in the free society
which we have begun to build. There only

World opinion demands that every effort can there be that fraternity of peoples who
be made at this Conference to achieve a henceforward shall no longer be potential
substantial reduction of this prodigious foes but faithful friends. Your presence here
expenditure. That is not merely because such is your answer. Your presence is the promise
expenditure is entirely unproductive, but that we shall attain our end. Let us take
also because even the maintenance of arma- up our task in the sure knowledge that it is
ments on their present level constitutes a in our power, by the work we do here, the
menace to the peace of the world. Every decisions we take, the measure of agreement
delegation, both in its own country and on at which we arrive, to lift the nations to
arriving here at Geneva, will have received these promised heights.
clear and convincing proof of the intense
interest and hope with which public opinion
all over the world has followed the prepara-
tions for this Conference and is prepared to 2.- ELECTION OF M. MOTTA AS 11NO-
follow its proceedings. It will be my dutyESIDENT OF TM E CONFERENCE
to communicate to you shortly some indica- RAYPRESIDENTOFTIlE CONFERENCE
tions which I have already received from
international and national organisations of The President. - Before discussing cer-
the great anxiety and close attention with tain details of procedure, I wish to give
which our work will be watched. the Conference an opportunity of expressing

its feelings of friendship and gratitude to
the country in whose territory the Confer-

The world wants disarmament. The world ence is meeting, and to the great statesmanThe world wants disarmament. The world who represents it here.needs disarmament. We have it in our power 
to help fashion the pattern of future history. I warmly welcome M. Motta, the President
Behind all the technical complexities regard- of the Swiss Confederation, and I propose
ing man-power, gun-power, tonnage, cate-that you should forthwith elect him ono-
gories, and the like, is the well-being of rary President of the Conference.
mankind, the future of our developing
civilisation. Mankind is looking to this There appears to be unanimity in
Conference, with its unrivalled experience accepting the proposal I have made, and
and knowledge, its unchallengeable represen- I hope that M. Motta will accept this
tative authority and power, its massed unanimous decision as an indication of the
wisdom and capacity, to bestow the gift of esteem in which he personally, the Govern-
freedom from the menace to peace and ment over which he presides, and the
security that the maintenance of huge Swiss nation are held by all who are present
national armaments must ever be. If we here.
succeed, we shall have made, I confidently
predict, a decisive contribution to strengthe-
ning the bulwarks we have been patiently and):

.M. Motta (Switzerland):building against war.

Translation: Mr. President - Allow me
to thank you most warmly for the proposal

I refuse to contemplate even the possi- you have just made. I wish also to thank
bility of failure. For if we fail, no one can the delegates for their cordial acceptance
foretell the evil consequences that might of that proposal.
ensue. But of this we may be certain: the
world would again be in danger of falling In appointing me Honorary President,
back into the vain and perilous competition you have desired to pay a tribute to my
of rapidly expanding armaments. That is the country, to the Swiss Confederation, to
inexorable alternative to success. its Government and to my present office.

I can assure you that the Swiss people,
the Federal Council and myself fully appreci-
ate your gesture of courtesy and friend-

Are we ready to face our task ? Are we ship. Allow me--as is only right -- to
ready, each nation among us, to shape our pass on this honour to my country and to
policy with a faith that war is done with, take only a second place myself.
that we have genuinely renounced war as an
instrument of national policy ? Are we I am very glad to take this opportunity
ready to join together to seize the opportu- of according you all a hearty welcome to
nity - while it is yet ours -to lead the the soil of the Swiss Confederation; I
peoples another stage towards the high would like to express the earnest hope that
table-land of peace and co-operation ? this Conference, on which the eyes of the
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whole world are fixed, will create an No proposal having been made, I take it
atmosphere of lasting peace and will lead the Conference agrees with my suggestion
to collective agreements whereby general and authorises me to present certain other
confidence between nations will be restored. suggestions which may help the Conference

in the choice of the persons called upon to
serve on these three Committees. Is that
agreed ?

3. CONSTITUTION OF THREE COMMIT- a
TEES: (a) COMMITTEE TO REPORT (Agreed.)
ON THE CREDENTIALS OF THE The five names suggested for the Commit-
DELEGATES; (b) COMMITTEE TO tee for the Examination of Delegates' Cre-
DRAW UP RULES OF PROCEDURE dentials are as follows:
FOR THE CONFERENCE; (c) COM-
MITTEE FOR THE PRELIMINARY M.Aristides DE AGUERO Y BETIANCOURT
EXAMINATION OF PETITIONS FROM (Cuba);
PRIVATE ORGANISATIONS. M. Alsing Emanuel ANDERSEN (Denmark);

M. Constantin ANTONIADE (Roumania);
Ml. FAKHRY Pasha (Egypt);

The President.- The Conference is now Major-General the Hon. Sir Granville
called upon to make some preliminary RYRIE (Australia).
arrangements, first, with regard to the
examination of the delegates' credentials; (The above list was adopted.)
secondly, in order to facilitate the pre-
paration of its rules of procedure; and, third- Th President:
ly, the Conference has before it a request
from a number of national and inter- For the Committee to draw up Rules of
national organisations to present petitions Procedure, I suggest the following sixteen
to it in a full session. names:

I therefore propose that the Conference The Hon. Alexander CADOGAN (United
should set up three Committees. Kingdom);

The first will be composed of five members M. E. COLBAN (Norway);
and will be charged with the examination Professor J. L. D'AVILA LIMA (Portugal);
of the delegates' credentials. It will appoint M. Jules FELDMANS (Latvia);
its own Chairman, who will also act as M. Constantin FOTITCH (Yugoslavia);
Rapporteur. Dr. FROHWEIN (Germany);

The second Committee will be composed M. Titus KOMIIARNICKI (Poland);
of sixteen members, and its Chairman will Ar. Sean LESTER (Irish Free State)
be the President of the Conference. It V DEMADARIGA (Spain);
will meet as soon as possible and will draw Mr. Theodore MARRINER (United States of
up rules of procedure for the approval of America);
the Conference on the basis of the draft . MASSIGLI (France)
prepared by the Secretariat and communi- M. Raoul DE IO-BRANCO (Brazil);
cated to the delegates in document M. Rosso (Italy);
C.1002.M.558.1931.IX. The mandate of . SA ADA (Japan),
this Committee will expire as soon as the . Boris STEIN (Union of Soviet Socialist
Conference has accepted its definite rules of Republics);
procedure. TEVFIK Bey (Turkey).

The third Committee for the examination (The above list was adopted.)
of petitions will be composed of five
members. It will elect its own Chairman and T Pr
will remain in office as long as the Conference
continues to receive petitions. Its two main I propose that the Committee for the Exa-
tasks will be, first, to draw up general rules mination of Petitions should be constituted
for the presentation of petitions to the as follows:
Conference, and possibly in certain cases
their ultimate publication in the Conference's M. Paul EYNAUD (France) ;
official organ, and, secondly, to examine the M. . IAURANIC (Yugoslavia);
text of the petitions before they are presen- . RUTGERS (Netherland) ;
ted to the Conference. M. J. VALDF.S-MENDEVILLE (Chile);

Dr. Mary E. WOOLLEY (United States of
If the Conference accepts my proposals Americaj.

with regard to the constitution of these
three Committees and the number of their (The above list was adopted.)
members, I would then ask its opinion as to
the procedure to be followed in the choice The President:
of the persons to be appointed. If a delega-
tion asks that a vote should be taken on the I will ask the Committee for the Examina-
principle of the creation of these Committees, tion of Delegates' Credentials to be good
as well as on the number of their members, enough to meet to-morrow morning,
I shall have the vote taken at once. Wednesday, at 10 o'clock, in Room 110
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of the main building of the Secretariat. of petitions and examine those petitions
The Committee will have to proceed first which are already available. The Secretary-
to the election of its Chairman, and then General of the Conference will take the
to the drawing up of its report on the necessary steps to inform those organisations
delegates' credentials. Those delegations which have petitions to present to transmit
which have not yet transmitted their ere- them as soon as possible, in order that they
dentials to the Secretariat are urgently may be examined by the Committee at
requested to forward them to Room 110 its first meeting.
in the main building of the Secretariat. As it may be possible for the Committee

As far as the Committee on Procedure to examine a certain number of these
is concerned, I would propose that it petitions at its first meeting, I propose
should meet to-morrow morning, Wednes- that the Conference should decide im-
day, at 10.30 o'clock, in Room E of the mediately that a special plenary meet-
Secretariat main building under my chair- ing be devoted to hearing the petitions,
manship, in order that we may begin to under the conditions which may be recom-
draw up the rules of procedure of the mended by the Committee, and to receiving
Conference. the representatives of the organisations

If any delegation has any special proposals concerned. According to a precedent obtain-
to make with regard to the Rules of Pro- ing at international conferences, for instance,
cedure of the Conference on the basis of the at The Hague in 1907, I would suggest
draft prepared by the Secretariat, perhaps that the petitions be presented at an
it will be good enough to communicate extraordinary meeting of the Conference
them to me, in order that I may be able to to be held ad hoc. This meeting could be
submit them to the Committee on Procedure held, for the purpose of receiving those
as soon as it meets. petitions which have been examined and

As soon as the Committee on Procedure accepted by the Committee, on Saturday
has established a draft, it will be commu-next, February 6th, at 10.30 a.m.
nicated to the delegates so that they The Secretary-General will at once inform
may take cognisance of it and be able those organisations responsible for petitions
to discuss it at the next plenary meeting, of this public presentation at 10.30 on
to be held at a time which will be announced Saturday morning.-
later.later. read teCmitefrhe(The President's proposals were adopted.)

As regards the Committee for the Exa-
mination of the Petitions, I would propose (The Conference rose at 6.20 p.m.)
that it meet on Wednesday afternoon at
3.30 o'clock in Room C of the Secretariat
main building. It will elect its own Chair- 1 The verbatim record of this meeting is annexed
man, draw up the rules for the presentation to the present volume.

SECOND PLENARY MEETING

Thursday, February 4th, 1932, at 5 p.m.

President: The Right Honourable A. HENDERSON.

CONTENTS. Credentials. I call upon the Chairman and
Rapporteur of the Committee, M. de Agiiero

4. CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATES. y Bethancourt, delegate of Cuba, to read his
Report of the Committee on Credentials. report.

5. REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE TO DRAW UP RULES M. de Agviero y Bethaneourt (Cuba),
OF PROCEDURE FOR THE CONFERENCE. .

OF POCEDURE FOR THE CONFERENC. Chairman and apporteur of the Committee
6. REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE FOR THE PRELIMINARY on Credentials :

EXAMINATION OF PETITIONS FROM PRIVATE
ORGANISATIONS. Translation The Committee appointed

by the Conference for the Reduction and
Limitation of Armaments to report on the

4. -CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATES: credentials of delegates met at the Secre-
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON tariat on February 3rd, 1932, at 10.30 a.m.
CREDENTIALS. and examined the documents relating to the

fifty-seven delegations participating in the
The President.- The first item on the Conference which were transmitted to the

agenda is the report of the Committee on Committee by the Secretariat.
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I was elected Chairman and was entrusted Conference and to perform any acts con-
with the duty of drawing up the report. nected with the actual object of the Confer-

The Committee noted that the delegates ence. These credentials will be examined by
of the following countries were accredited the Committee at its next meeting.
by full powers granted by the Heads of
States:

The President. - I beg to thank the
Argentine Republic, United Kingdom, Chairman of the Committee on Credentials

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Estonia, for his report.
Greece, Guatemala, Italy, Japan, Luxem-
burg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Has any delegate any observations to
Panama, Spain, Siam, Union of Soviet make with reference to the report ?
Socialist Republics, Union of South Africa, he co io of the report wee dopted
United States of America.

The full powers in respect of these twenty
countries cover both negotiations and the
signing of any instruments that may be _ REPORT (F THE COMMITTEE TO
drawn up. DPDRAW UP RULES OF PROCEDURE

The delegates of the following States have FOR THE CONFERENCE.
received full powers from the Heads of
States authorising them to take part in the The President. - We shall now consider
Conference: the report of the Committee appointed to

Afghanistan, Austria, Germany, Latvia, draw up Rules of Procedure for the Confer-
Lithuania, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, ence (Document Conf. D.55). I call upon
Yugoslavia. the Rapporteur, M. Colban, delegate of

Norway, to present his report.
The Polish delegation has received full

powers from the President of the Council of
Ministers, the Hungarian delegation full M. Colban (Norway), Rapporteur:
powers from the Minister for Foreign Affairs,
and the Belgian delegation credentials signed Translation : The Conference will remem-
by the Minister for Foreign Affairs. ber that at its first meeting, and on the

proposal of the President, it constituted a
The Committee is unable to decide Committee of sixteen members, to prepare

whether the full powers held by the delegates Rules of Procedure on the basis of the Secre-
of these twelve countries may be interpreted tary-General's draft which was communi-
as authorising them to sign instruments, cated to the delegations on December 21st,
and it consequently requests the said dele- 1931 (Document C.1002. M. 558.1931.IX.
gates to be good enough to state how their (Conf. D.44).
full powers should be interpreted.

The Committee held two meetings, and
The delegates of the following States have instructed me to submit Draft Rules of

been accredited to take part in the Confer- Procedure(DocumentConf.D.44 (1))together
ence by a letter or telegram addressed to the with the accompanying report (Document
Secretariat of the League of Nations by the Conf. D. 55).
Minister for Foreign Affairs or by the
Permanent Representative accredited to The Committee worked diligently, but as
the League: its meeting this morning did not end until

about 11 a.m., it was unable to communicate
Abyssinia, Albania, Australia, Bolivia, the report to the delegations before the

Brazil, Canada, Chili, China, Colombia, osta beginning of this meeting. In view, however,
ica, Cuba, Egypt, Finland, France, Hejaz, of the importance of not delaying our work

Honduras, India, Irish Free State,or uestions of procedure, I hope the
Liberia, Persia, Portugal, Roumania, Turkey, Conference will have no objection if I submit
Uruguay, Venezuela.Uruguaiy, Venezuela. the draft rules now.

The Committee ventures to propose thatThe Committe ve e to p e My best course will be to draw attentionthe Conference should ask any delegates of My best course wilt b to dw attention
this last group of States who have not been to e amendments which the Committee
empowered to sign instruments which may 
be adopted by the Conference, to procure such jt ad on December 21st 191.
authority before the end of the Conference. No amendment is proposed to Part I of

The Dominican Republic has, by telegram the first draft.
from its Minister for Foreign Affairs, em- In Part II: " The President ", it is pro-
powered its delegation to follow the work of posed to maintain the first paragraph as
the Conference in the capacity of observer. it stands. The following text is proposed

After the meeting of the Committee on for the second paragraph:
Credentials, its Secretary was notified of
the full powers whereby the Secretary of " The Conference shall elect its Vice-
State of the Republic of Liberia has accre- Presidents, one of whom shall act for the
dited M. Antoine Sottile to take part in the President if occasion arises. "
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In this connection the Committee makes also be set up consisting of delegates of a
the following observations in its report: limited number of countries.

"The Committee proposes to the Con- "2. Each commission shall appoint its
ference to fix the number of Vice-Presi- Chairman and its Vice-Chairman or its
dents at fourteen, considering this num- Vice-Chairmen and shall, at the appro-
ber to be sufficient to allow of the inclu- priate time, appoint one or more Rappor-
sion in the Bureau of representatives of teurs.
Germany, the British Empire, the United "3. The commissions may themselves
States of America, France, Italy, Japan,
and the Union of Soviet Socialist Repub- set up sub-commissions.
lies and an equal number of represen-
tatives of other countries. It will be noticed that the Committee has

proposed the suppression of paragraph 2 of
The first paragraph of Part III of the PartV of the original draft rules on the ground

draft rules, "Bureau", has been amended that it is premature to decide here and now
to read as follows: as to the establishment of the Commissions

specified in the paragraph. The Committee
" The Bureau of the Conference shall was unanimous in the view that it might be

consist of the President, the Vice-Presi- necessary from the outset to refer certain
dents, and the Chairmen of the Commis- questions to a General Commission, and it
sions, on which all the delegations are accordingly proposes that the Bureau should
represented. The Honorary President request the Conference to decide now on the
shall be a member of the Bureau ex constitution of this General Commission.
officio ". As regards the four other Commissions-

namely, the Land, Naval, Air and National
As regards the composition of the Bureau, Defence Expenditure Commissions enume-

it is understood that the Chairmen of Com-rated in the above-mentioned paragraph
missions on which all the delegations are 2 of the initial draft the creation of which
represented will be added to the Bureau, will almostcertainlybe required-the Com-
where the Chairmen of Commissions are mittee leaves the decision as to their con-
not taken from the list of Vice-Presidents stitution and the time of such constitution,
elected by the Conference. if decided upon, to the Bureau, which will in

The Committee was unanimous in the due course make recommendations to the
view that the Honorary President elected Conference on the subject. The Committee
by the Assembly should be a member of was also of opinion that the Bureau might, if
the Bureau ex officio. necessary, establish mixed Commissions to

Paragraph 2 of Part III has been deal with questions coming within the sphere
shortened and reads as follows: of activity of more Commissions than one.

"The Bureau shall assist the President The Committee has made no change in
in the general direction of the work of the Parts VI, VII, VIII, IX and X.

^C onference."~ ' The two paragraphs contained in Part XI
of the original draft are maintained without

The Committee considered that the remain- change, but a third paragraph has been
ing words in the first draft were superfluous. added, as follows:

Paragraph 1 of Part IV, relating to theSubject to the general rules of proce-
Committee for the Examination of Dele- l para h 
gates' Credentials, has been slightly altered d particular, the Conference mutt 1ome
to meet the possibility that that Committee in pa rticular, the Conerence must come
might have work to do not only for our first to disi delegation a si the delegation so
meeting but for the future. It therefore delegation s
now reads:

"The Committee set up to examine the alterations have been made in
delegates' credentials shall report to the Par XII wich in he Committees opinion
Conference.~Conference.~~" ^do not in any way alter the meaning of its

In other respects the original text is provisions.Parts XIII and XIV are unchanged.
Pemaigtanedt c e in te dt In submitting the Rules of Procedure inPerhaps the greatest change in the draft proposed by the Committee,

is in Part V, relating to the Commissions. the form proposed by the Committee ,
The Committee proposes that this part together with the Committee's report, I

have the honour to invite the Conference
should read as follows: to approve the rules as well as the com-

"1. The Conference shall have the mentary and recommendations contained in
right, according to the exigencies of the the report.
business on hand and convenience of
work, to set up commissions on which all The President. - The Conference has
delegations may be represented by a heard the statement of the Rapporteur and
delegate, who may be assisted by advisers, has before it the rules of procedure recom-
experts and secretaries. Committees may mended by the Committee and also its
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report. If there is no objection the Confer- France, is, however, quite prepared to give
ence will discuss the rules and the report a verbal report on the reception of petitions
together. if there is no objection on the part of the

Conference. I hope that course will be
It was so decided. adopted, since the necessary arrangements

will have to be made for the presentation
The President. - As regards the Con- of the petitions on Saturday.

mittee's report, which contains some remarks The procedure proposed by the President
and recommendations addressed both to was adopted.
the Conference and to the Bureau, I will
ask the Conference if it is ready to adopt M. Reynaud (France), Chairman and Rap-
the report presented by M. Colban on behalf porteur:
of the Committee and to accept the recom-
mendations contained in it ?mendations contained in it? Translation: The Committee will, I hope,

accept my apologies for the fact that my
The report was adopted. report has not yet been printed and distri-

buted. I did not learn until this morning
The President. - I take it the Conference tha I should have to read it this afternoon.

accepts the recommendation contained in I need hardly say that I am at the Con-
the report as regards the proceedings of the ference's disposal and shall be happy to
Conference itself, and decides to forward to reply to any questions which delegates may
the Bureau, as soon as it is constituted, the wish to ask me after hearing my report.
relevant suggestions in the report. M. Reynaud then read his report (Docu-

ment Conf. D. 54).
The President's proposal was adopted.

The President. - I beg to thank the
The Rules of Procedure of the Conference Chairman of the Committee for his very

were adopted, it being understood that they interesting report.
came into force immediately. If no delegation wishes to speak theron,

I shall consider the report as adopted.

The President. - I am sure I am express- The report was adopted.
ing the view of the Conference when I
thank M. Colban and the members of the The President. - The report having been
Committee for the rapidity with which they adopted, it is in accordance with the rules
have done their work. drawn up by the Committee and on its

advice that the petitions from private
organisations will, in conformity with the
decision taken by the Conference at its first

6. - REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE meeting, be presented at a special meeting
FOR THE PRELIMINARY EXAMINA- of the Conference on Saturday next at
TION OF PETITIONS FROM PRITVATE 10.30 a.m.1 The Secretariat is requested

ORGANISATIONS. vl to take the necessary measures to inform
ORANSATNS. ~the organisations concerned.

The President. - With regard to the (The Conference rose at 6.10 p.m.)
third item on our agenda, I regret that the
report has not yet arrived. The Chairman 1 The verbatim record of this meeting is annexed
of the Committee, M. Reynaud, delegate of to the present volume.

THIRD PLENARY MEETING

Friday, February 5th, 1932, at 3.30 p.m.

President: The Right Honourable A. HENDERSON.

CONTENTS. 7. - CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATES:
7. CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATES: SECOND REPORT OF THE COMMIT-

Second Report of the Committee on Credentials. TEE ON CREDENTIALS.

8. ELECTION OF THE FOURTEEN VICE-PRESIDENTS
OF THE CONFERENCE.

9. CONSTITUTION OF THE BUREAU OF THE CONFER- The President. - Before taking the first
ENCE. item on the Agenda, I will call to the

10. PRESENTATION TO THE CONFERENCE OF THE rostrum M. de Agiero y Bethancourt,
PROPOSALS OF THE FRENCH DELEGATION. Chairman of the Credentials Committee,
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who has a communication to make to the I refer you to the relevant paragraph in
Conference in the name of the Committee. the report of the Committee on the Rules of

M. de Agiiero y Bethaneourt (Cuba), Procedure which was approved by the
Chairman and Rapporteur of the Credentials Conference at its meeting yesterday:
Committee:

nstion" The Ce a d The Committee proposes to the Confer-
Transo e ence to fix the number of Vice-Presidents

by the Conference for the Reduction andby the Con fermamene for t he ductioniand at fourteen, considering this number to be
Limitation of Armaments for the verifica- sufficient to allow of the inclusion in the
tion of the credentials of the delegates Bureau of representatives of Germany,
met again on February 5th, 1932, at 3 p. British Empire, the United State of
to examine the documents relating to the America, Franc Italy, Japan, the Union
delegations of Austria Haiti and Liberia of Sie Socialist Republics and an
communicated to it since its last meeting. q number of representatives of other

The Secretary-General of the League of countries "
Nations has communicated to the Committee
the following telegram which he received I a 
to-day from the Minister for Foreign Affairs Inaccordancewith is recommendation,
of the Republic of Haiti the Conference is therefore called upon to

elect fourteen Vice-Presidents. The rules
"I have the honour to inform you that applicable to this election are to be found

I. Constantin Mayard, Minister of Haiti in Part XIII, paragraphs 1 and 3, of the
in Paris, is delegated by the Government Rules of Procedure.
of Haiti to the Disarmament Conference ". The election will be carried out by secret

Having examined this telegram, the Com- ballot.
mittee considers that the representative of I wish to draw the attention of the
the Government of Haiti is duly accredited. delegates to some arrangements which I have

The Committee has also been notified thought it wise to suggest for the voting.
of the full powers which M. Antoine Sottile, In view of the fact that many delegates have
delegate of Liberia, has transmitted to the not yet arrived at Geneva, and taking into
Secretary-General of the League. The Secre- consideration the probable duration of the
tary of State of the Republic of Liberia Conference, which will not allow all the
accredits him to take part in the Conference delegates to remain continuously here, some
and to carry out any acts connected with measures should be taken to ensure the
the actual object of the Conference. Having continuity of the composition of the Bureau.
examined these full powers, the Committee In order to meet this necessity, it is suggested
considers that they cover both negotiations that, when electing the Vice-Presidents, the
and the signature of any instruments that delegates should write on the voting paper,
may be concluded. not the names of the persons whom they

wish to elect but an indication of their
The Committee also noted a commnunica- function. With a view to facilitating the

tion addressed to the President of the voting, special voting papers will be distri-
Conference from the representative of the buted to the delegations on which the words
Federal Government of Austria accredited "delegate of.... "are written fourteen times.
to the League of Nations, stating that Delegations will therefore only have to fill
the Federal Government of Austria has in the name of the country they have chosen.
appointed as first delegate and President I think we shall find that this method
of the delegation its Permanent Repre- will facilitate the ballot.
sentative accredited to the League of
Nations, M. Emerich Pfliigl, Envoy Extra- I wish now to call the attention of the
ordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, in Conference to one or two other points.
place of M. Johann Schober, Austrian The voting papers must not contain the
Minister for Foreign Affairs, who has names of more than fourteen countries,
resigned. otherwise they will be considered null and

void. At the beginning of the roll-call, a
The President.- I thank the Chairman member of each delegation, when its name is

of the Committee for his statement. announced, will come to the platform and

The conclusions of the report were adopted. deposit the voting paper in the box.

I will ask M. Bech, delegate of Luxem-
burg, M. Garay, delegate of Panama, Dr.

8. ELECTION OF THE FOURTEEN Max Huber, delegate of Switzerland, and
VICE-PRESIDENTS OF THE CON- Sir Thomas Wilford, delegate of New Zea-
FERENCE. land, to be good enough to act as tellers.

The President.- The first item on the (The votes of the delegations were taken in
Agenda is the election of the Vice-Presidents turn by secret ballot.)
of the Conference. Under Part II, para-
graph 2, of the Rules of Procedure, the Con- The President. - First of all, I desire to
ference must elect its Vice-Presidents, and thank the tellers for their services.
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The result of the ballot is as follows: The following fourteen countries have
therefore obtained the necessary majority

Number of States voting . 54 and a delegate of each is elected Vice-
Voting papers valid . . . . . . 54 President of the Conference: United Kingdom,
Majority required ...... 28 France, Italy, United States of America,

Germany, Sweden, Japan, Spain, Argentine,
Belgium, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Austria.

The analysis of the voting is as follows:

France. . ......... 54
Italy ............. 54 9. - CONSTITUTION OF THE BUREAU
United Kingdom . .... 53 OF THE CONFERENCE.
United States of America 52
Germany .50 The President. The Vice-Presidents of
Sweden 48 . the Conference having been elected, I now
Japan ..... declare that the Bureau of the Conference

pan . . . . . . . . is constituted as follows: The PresidentSpaine . . . . . . . . . . . 43
Argentine 39 of the Conference, the Honorary President
Belgium.36 of the Conference and the fourteen Vice-
Union of SovietSocialist Republics 36 Presidents whom you have just elected.
Czechoslovakia. . Re . .. 35 I will ask the Bureau to hold its first meeting
Poland .33 immediately at the close of the present
Austria . 32 sitting.
Turkey .. .... .. 27
Canada ........ 17
Brazil ............ 15 10. - PRESENTATION TO THE CONFER-
China ............. 13 ENCE OF THE PROPOSALS OF THE
Hungary .. ........... 12 RFRENCH DELEGATION.
Chile 6
Netherlands .......... 6 The President. - Before closing the
Denmark . ..... 5 meeting, I call upon M. Tardieu, head of
Switzerland. 5 the French delegation, who has informed
Norway ... . 4 me that he wishes to make a brief declara-
Persia ............ 4 tion to the Conference.
Colombia .......... . 3
Finland. . .. .... 3GreeceFinland . 3 |.M. Tardieu (France):Greece . . . ... . . . . . . . 3
Cuba ... ..... . 2 Translation : The Bureau of the Con-
Egypt .. ......... 2 ference having been constituted, I have the
Irish Free State ........ 2 honour, with a view both to responding
Mexico ............ 2 to the appeal addressed to us by the
Roumania ....... . 2 President on Tuesday and to making a
Albania ............ 1 positive contribution to the work of the
Bolivia ..... .. Conference, to present to the Conference
Bulgaria . ...... . 1 the text of the proposals of the French
Abyssinia .......... I delegation.
Honduras ... 1...
India .......... 1. I The President. - The document handed
Lithuania .. . . . . ..... 1 in by M. Tardieu will be printed and distri-
Panama . ......... 1 buted to the Conference (Document Conf.
Portugal ..... .. 1 D.56).
Uruguay . . ...... 1
Yugoslavia. . . . . . 1 (The Conference rose at 5.5 p.m.)

VER1BATIM R ECORD
OF THE

EXTRAORDINARY PLENARY MEETING

Held on Saturday, February 6th, 1932, at 10 a.m.

for the purpose of receiving Petitions and hearing the Representatives of National and
International Organisations.

In conformity with the report of the Committee on Petitions approved by the
Conference on February 4th, the verbatim record of this meeting is annexed at the end
of the present volume, page 187.
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FOURTH PLENARY MEETING

Monday, February 8th, 1932, at 10 a.m.

President: The Right Honourable A. HENDERSON.

CONTENTS. of Peru to the Conference for the Reduc-
tion and Limitation of Armaments. After

. CDENTIALS OF ELEGATES. examining this letter, the Committee is of
Third Report of the Committee on Credentials. opinion that the representative of the

12. CONSTITUTION OF THE GENERAL COMMISSION OF Republic of Peru is duly accredited.
THE CONFERENCE. The Committee was also informed of the
Adoption of a Draft Resolution proposed by full powers transmitted to the Secretary-

the Bureau. General of the League of Nations by the
13. PROGRAMME OF MEETINGS DURING THE GENERAL delegation of the Kingdom of Albania

DISCUSSION. according to which His Majesty the King
Proposals of the Bureau. of Albania confers upon M. Lec Kurti,

14. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE BUREAU REGARDING Minister Resident and permanent delegate
BANQUETS AND OFFICIAL RECEPTIONS. accredited to the League of Nations, full

powers to take any decisions and, subject to
15 OPENING OF THE GENERAL DISCUSSION .5. pENiNGOFTHEGENERLratification, to sign such instruments as

Speeches by Sir John Simon (United Kingdom) may be adopted. After examining these full
and M. Tardieu (France). and Tar rapowers, the Committee is of opinion that

16. PRESENTATION OF A RESOLUTION BY A DELEGA- M. Lec Kurti is duly accredited to participate
TION OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE in the work of the Conference and to sign
OF ASSOCIATIONS OF DISABLED SOLDIERS AND a .
EX-SERVICEMEN.EX-SERVICEMEN. any instruments which it may adopt.
Statement by the President.

______________________ The President. - I thank the Chairman
of the Credentials Committee for his report.

11. CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATES:
THIRD REPORT OF THE COMMIT- The conclusions of the report were adopted.
TEE ON CREDENTIALS.

The President:
12. CONSTITUTION OF THE GENERALBefore taking the first item on the agenda, COMMISSION OF THE CONFERENCE:

I shall call to the rostrum M. de Aguero y IN OF RE
Bethancourt, Chairman of the CredentialsSOLU-
Committee, who has a communication to TION PROPOSED BY THE BUREAU.
make to the Conference in the name of this
Committee. The President. - I have some communica-

tions to make on behalf of the Bureau of the
M. de Agiiero y Bethaneourt (Cuba), Conference. The latter held its first meeting

Chairman and Bapporteur of the Committee at the end of the plenary meeting of the
on Credentials: Conference on Friday, and took decisions

Translation: The Committee appointed which I have to communicate to you.
by the Conference for the Reduction and On the basis of the recommendation of
Limitation of Armaments to examine the the Committee on Rules of Procedure, the
credentials of delegates met again on Feb- Bureau decided to submit to the Conference
ruary 8th, 1932, at 9.45 a.m. in order to a draft resolution the text of which has
examine the documents communicated to it already been communicated to the delega-
since its last meeting. These documents tions in the Journal of the Conference. This
relate to the delegations of Peru and draft resolution relates to the procedure in
Albania. connection with the constitution of the

The Secretary-General of the League of General Commission, and reads as follows:
Nations transmitted to the Committee a
letter which he received on February 6th, " The Conference,
in which the permanent delegate of Peru
accredited to the League of Nations-informs Approvingtheproposals of theBureau:
him that M. Ventura Garcia Calder6n, head " Decides to constitute now a Commis-
of the Permanent Bureau of Peru accredited sion, composed of one representative of
to the League of Nations, has been appointed each delegation, which will be called the
delegate of the Government of the Republic ' General Commission';
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" Requests the delegations to inform This recommendation does not, of course,
the Secretary of the Conference as soon affect small meetings of an intimate charac-
as possible of the names of their respective ter, which can be of great value, as they
representatives on this Commission; give delegates the possibility of discussing

"De s tt ts Cn wl hd and even arranging difficulties which may
" Decides that this Commission wll hold have arisen at the Conference itself; but,

its first meeting on Tuesday, February 9th, eetins such as t
1932, at 4 p.m., to appoint its President, apart from meetings such as this, I trust
Vice-Preside1932, at nt or ViP Presidentd, that delegations will very strictly follow the
Vice-President or Vice-Presidents, and, recommendations of the Bureau.
if need be, rapporteur or rapporteurs."

If there are no observations, I will take
it that the proposal is adopted. 15. - OPENING OF THE GENERAL

DISCUSSION.
The draft resolution was adopted.

The President.- The next item on the
The President. - I accordingly ask dele- agenda is the opening of the general dis-

gations to send as soon as possible to the cussion.
Secretariat of the Conference the names of
the delegates who will respectively represent I will call upon the first speaker on my
them on this Commission. The necessary list, the Right Honourable Sir John Simon,
arrangements will be made at the first Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
meeting, which will take place at 4 p.m. delegate of the United Kingdom.
to-morrow.

Sir John Simon (United Kingdom).--
When the suggestion was made that, in
the opening debate which begins to-day,

13. PROGRAME OF METINGS the British Empire should speak the first
DURING THE GENERAL DIS- word, it was hoped and intended that
CUSSION: PROPOSALS OF THE that word should be spoken by Mr. Ramsay
BUREAU. Macdonald. I am sure that I am expressing

the sentiments of you all, as well as my own
The President. - In a few moments the strong feeling, when I say how deeply we

general discussion will open, and I have regret the enforced absence of the British
thought it well to consult the Bureau as Prime Minister to-day, and the cause of it.
to the interval at which meetings should be The latest message from London gives the
held and their duration. The Bureau decided cheering news that he is making a good
that, while the general discussion lasts, recovery, and he is resolved, when he is
plenary meetings of the Conference will, as better, to take part in our deliberations
a rule, be held in the morning from 10 to in due course.
1 o'clock. The President, of course, reserves
the right to hold meetings in the afternoon In these preliminary discussions, to which
also when the progress of the work so I have the honour and responsibility of
demands. As a rule, however the after- making a first contribution, we must take
noons will be reserved for meetings of the a general view of the problems before us,
Bureau and of the General Commission. but we must avoid wasting time and

exhausting the opportunity in mere gene-
ralities. More than ten years of intensive
study have been consumed in the work

14. - RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE of preparation for this Disarmament Confer-
BUREAU REGARDING BANQUETS ence and, as the President rightly asserted
AND OFFICIAL RECEPTIONS. in his opening speech, this period of pre-

paratory work was absolutely necessary.
Mr. Henderson, you will remember, quoted

The President. - The attention of the the observation of M. Briand made last
Bureau has been particularly drawn to the year that, if the attempt had been made
very strong reasons for asking all delegations to call together the Conference ten years
to refrain from giving banquets or official ago, the lack of adequate preparation
receptions. The members of the Bureau would certainly have brought disaster in
were unanimous in considering that, in view its train. This is a case to which the English
of the present conditions, which are causing proverb, "More haste, less speed", applies;
such suffering throughout the world to all now the time has come for us to bend
classes of the population, and particularly our energies in a united effort to make a
to the poorer classes, delegations should, fruitful use of the results of so much
from the outset of the Conference, be asked preparation.
to give up a custom which is no doubt
admirable from the standpoint of courtesy, I permit myself a reflection. It may well
but which involves considerable outlay and be admitted that those who signed the
expenditure. Covenant on June 28th, 1919, and the
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States which ratified it early in the following ness. And, therefore, now is the accepted
year, hardly contemplated that it would time for the promotion of disarmament.
not he until February 1932 that the first The work of effective international dis-
Disarmament Conference would actually armament will not be rendered easier, but
meet. After the Armistice, nations that were will, in fact, become more and more difficult
still bleeding from the scourge of four years to achieve as the years go on unless we
of war were united in desiring to reduce achieve something now.
without delay the risk of renewed conflict
by the reduction of national armaments
by the method of international agreement.
That intention is both explicit and implicit T s .
in the Treaty of Versailles. It was the general ts interl o te t s this. Duing
resolve, in all quarters and in all good faith, this erval of time that has passed sine
to strike while the iron was hot and to apply Armistice the different States of the
the painful lessons of the war while those world have proceeded in the matter of
lessons were freshest in our minds. armaments along different, and to some

extent divergent, lines, and the process of
Yet the difficulties have proved so great, securing agreed international adjustment is

and the work of preparation has of necessity rendered more difficult thereby. Some
lasted so long, that it is only now that it Stte have been living under limitations
has been found possible to enter upon what imposed by treaties which they signed. Other

I profoundly trust may prove to be the States have evolved a system of armamentsI profoundly. trust may prove to be the
effective stage of our task. according to their own conception of their

needs and obligations or the call of their
Eve w v s ae hd w h d e public opinion without treaty restrictionEven now, voices are heard which declare other t ht ricle of he Covenantother than that article of the Covenant

that the moment is not opportune. The which recognies that the maintenance o
paradox is pointed out that, while disarma- peace require the reduction-mark you, the
ment is being discussed at Geneva, in th reduction- of national armament yo the
Far East armaments are being employed, rlowest point consistent with national safety
bombs are dropping from the sky, troops and he enforcement by common action of
are now on the move and the ideals of the international obligations. What is the
Covenant are in jeopardy. I do not agree result? The result is that an increasing
with those who suggest that this paradox divergence is manifest. Some States indee
makes our meeting inopportune. I would can point to a record of decreasing expen-
rather declare that these sombre events can point to a record of decreasing expen-drather declare that these sombre events iture in recent years. I am not seeking in
illustrate and reinforce the urgent necessity what I am now saying o institute comparison
of undertaking and discharging our task. with what has been and is ei accomplished

in other countries, by which the same claim
T'here are two other reflections connected maybe made, but Itake, by way of illustration,

with the interval of thirteen years that has the country I know best, which is my own.
elapsed since the Armistice which I would
venture in a few words to place before my
colleagues assembled here. The generation
which had actual experience of the horrors
of 1914 to 1918 is beginning to slip away. I mention this matter now because the
This reflection was borne in upon the older practical application of a system of agreed
amongst us who were present on Saturday limitation of armaments undoubtedly in-
when we listened with so much admira- volves the establishment of a fair datum line
tion and sympathy to eloquent addresses de- as between different States. In seeking to
livered from the platform in support of the fix the proper limit in each case, we cannot
widely signed petition of the young students expect to arrive at a mathematical corre-
of the world. Did you not then find yourself spondence in actual figures, for considerations
suddenly seized with the thought, which of size and geography and special needs all
gripped one's heart, that these young men introduce factors of variation; national
who pleaded so bravely and so passionately circumstances vary, and national armaments
for peace were themselves mere children may vary with them. But the fact that
at the time when the rest of us were passing there has been this long interval before we
through the inferno of war? There are men could meet together to grapple with our
and women of full age in every country common task adds a complication in this
to-day, who are now beginning to exercise connection which it would be foolish to
authority in public affairs, whose personal deny. A State that has been reducing its
knowledge of the events of 1914 to 1918 is armaments in recent years will naturally
but a childish memory. and properly expect this fact to be borne

in mind and that is why, in these prelimi-
The memory of a nation persists; aye, nary remarks, I dwell upon the importance

and when that national memory is deep of establishing upon sound principles the
and bitter it does more to foster suspicion conception of what I have called a datum
and to breed fear than any other influence. line, in order that we may effectively carry
But the memory of the individual is so short through together our task of the further
that personal experience soon loses its sharp- reduction of armaments.
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There is one other observation which I method of excluding by international agree-
wish to make before I indicate some of the ment from use in warfare certain defined
directions in which the influence of Great instruments or methods, and for both these
Britain will be more especially thrown in modes of treatment we require, as a further
the course of subsequent discussion. safeguard, some international authority which

will effectively secure that these limitations
are not overstepped, by ascertaining and
making known cases of transgression with
a view to bringing effective world pressure

Disarmament is, as we all realise, a means upon the wrongdoer.
to an end. And what is the end? Terrible
as is the economic burden of armaments and
enormous as would be the relief to the I desire to announce on behalf of the
taxpayer if the burden were lightened, this Government of Great Britain that we
is not the primary purpose for which we advocate both these methods of treatment,
pursue it. Disarmament is pursued first and and will do our utmost, in loyal and
foremost as an effective method of buttress- friendly co-operation with the other States
ing peace and of limiting the risks and of the world, to help to devise and bring
suffering of sudden and devastating war. In into effect plans to apply them. Both
this respect, an immense change has come over methods are embodied in the draft Disarma-
the judgment of the world. The proposition ment Convention the product of five
that the peace of the world is to be secured by years of intensive work by the Preparatory
preparing for war is no longer believed by Commission - and here I must be allowed
anybody, for recent history manifestly dis- t pay my own tribute to the work which
proves it. A high level of armaments is no that Commission has done, and, in particular,
substitute for general security. At best, it only to express, as I believe the whole Conference
creates the illusion of security in one quarter will wish me to do, our thanks for the
while at the same time it is aggravating the devotion and the skill thrown into the task
sense of insecurity in another. The security by my compatriot Lord Cecil.
which we set before us as our ideal is security
for all, and security for all fundamentally
depends on armaments reduction. For
armaments are the symptom of a pathologi- The President, in his opening statement,
cal condition. It is the fear of attack and pointed out that this Conference has been
it is the distrust of one's neighbours which called together on the basis of this indis-
are the compelling causes, but the very fact pensable preparatory work. And here it
of piling up armaments under this deep- is convenient to say that, in the view of
seated impulse only transfers the morbid the British Government, the draft Conven-
condition to another quarter. It is at best tion, subject of course to the close examina-
an attempt to rid oneself of the plague by tion which each article of it would have to
infecting one's neighbours, and the present receive in the course of our discussions, does
condition of world opinion at this moment provide the best groundwork upon which to
is not that armaments are a security for proceed.
world peace. Distracted mankind may feel
that they are inevitable, but as an instrument
for world peace we know that they are Let me take up a more detailed point.
useless. Our problem therefore is nothing The Prepratory Commission has given much
less than to deliver the world from despair attention to the methods by which the
and to do so, not by exhausting ourselves principle of limitation by the fixing of
over melancholy reflections, but by a reso- mxima might be applied. This is a matter
lute course of practical and applied energy. to which the British Government has given

close attention, and at the proper time we
shall wish to join in detailed discussions
about it. I would for the moment confine

Let us then turn, in the light of these myself to a single observation. It must be
general reflections, to our practical task. the sincere and constant object of us all, by
We meet to devise, or at least to begin, limiting our estimates to what is strictly
an international system for limiting arma- necessary for defence and for international
ments. We are agreed that the object is obligations and by co-operation and com-
good; we are agreed that the need is great; parison amongst ourselves, to discourage all
we are resolved to face each difficulty like extravagant or fantastic claims and to fix
practical men and to strive to overcome it the maxima in each case at as low a figure
in a practical spirit. And as practical men as possible. Only thus shall we demonstrate
we must recognise, as it seems to me, that to the world and to each other our resolve
the limitation of armaments by international to secure a real reduction. For the same
agreement can only be brought about by reason, while the broad objective of securing,
the use of one or both of two methods of in respect of the armaments of the world as
treatment. One is the method of fixing a whole, a large percentage of reduction in the
maximum limits beyond which we severally total, such as 25 per cent, is admirable, I may
bind ourselves not to go; the other is the express the view that the maxima fixed for
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an individual State should be its permitted fully formulated suggestions, will be studied
limit, and that this method will tend to with the closest and most sympathetic
reduce the figure better than by first asking attention and that we shall not be found
each State to fix a named limit and then to be lagging behind in any changes which
allowing it to arm up to a percentage of are found, after adequate examination, to
that limit. The percentage reduction applied be beneficial and practicable and which
to an assumed figure in the future will only will really contribute to armament reduction.
tend to make that assumed figure bigger
than it ought to be. Not only our declared
objective but our methods of attaining it With much less elaboration but with
should all be directed to the purpose, as far equal sincerity, I mention two other recently
as possible, of securing not only a limitation developed manifestations of warfare which
but a reduction in armaments. So much merit our close attention. In 1925, there
for the first method. was signed the Protocol for the Prohibition

of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poison-
ous or other Gases and of Bacteriological
Methods of Warfare. In that Protocol,
the plenipotentiaries of forty-four nations

As regards the second principle of treat- declared that the use of such gases in war
ment -viz., the outlawing by international "has been justly condemned by the general
agreement of certain weapons and methods opinion of the civilised world ", and the
of warfare - it seems to me and to the parties to this Protocol, in accepting the
British delegation that we are most likely prohibition of such use, agreed similarly to
to find these weapons and methods among prohibit bacteriological methods of warfare
the most recent developments. This is not between themselves. I believe that at least
only because it is a rule of human nature thirty-two Governments have already rati-
that the most recent lapses in habit are fied this Protocol, and I am glad to think
the least difficult to eradicate, but because that among them are the Governments of all
these new methods of warfare - the use of the members of the British Commonwealth
gas, of the submarine, of bombing from the of Nations, both the Dominions, which are
air - all have this common feature, that represented here by their own delegations,
they tend to obliterate the boundary first and those Colonies of the British Empire
drawn long ago by Hugo Grotius and main- for whom I have the privilege to speak
tained so far as possible by the practice as well as for the United Kingdom. A similar
of modern warfare as long as a distinction prohibition is contained in Article 39 of the
could be effectively drawn between comba- draft Convention for disarmament which we
tants and non-combatants. For permit me have before us. I feel convinced that the
to say that of all the horrible features which conscience of the civilised world will not be
warfare presents there is nothing which so satisfied till similar effective prohibitions
fills the imagination with forebodings for have been imposed on all practices which
the future, nothing which has more effec- shock our common humanity.
tively evoked the protests and the appeals
which we heard echoed in the petitions of
Saturday, nothing, I would venture to say, The other weapon to which I wish speci-
which is so repulsive to all who are actually fically to refer is the submarine. I am well
engaged in the profession of arms, as the aware that the view is entertained in some
promiscuous character of the destruction quarters that the submarine might maintain
which modern war threatens. This is indeed its place among legitimate weapons of
a World Conference on Disarmament, for defence. In my own country, we feel sin-
there is no calling, however peaceful, no cerely that such a view is mistaken. There
home, however distant and humble, no inno- is abundant experience in the late war to
cence of life, no difference of sex, no imma- show that the effective use of the submarine
turity of age, which is not in peril of the almost inevitably involves, however in-
consequence if the most modern methods voluntarily, perhaps a greater degree of
of warfare cannot be curbed. inhumanity than is to be found in almost

any other type of warfare. The abolition of
the submarine, I will not disguise the fact,
would be in the interest of our country;
but, in saying this, I absolutely deny that

The members of the Conference have noted we regard its abolition as any exclusive
with much interest (though I do not think interest of ours. In desiring its abolition,
they can yet have found time closely to we are not aiming at making ourselves
study) the elaborate proposals made public relatively stronger against our neighbours.
a day or two ago by our friends of the Our proposal is not made in the interests
French delegation in connection with this of our fighting strength, but in the interests
class of subject. Manifestly, these matters of humanity and of stable and permanent
will be a topic for grave and detailed con- peace.
aideration by some organ of the Conference
later. I will only say at the moment,
on behalf of the British Government, that The prohibition and abolition of subma-
these proposals, as indeed all other care- rines would be a contribution to disarma-
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ment which the citizens of every country the numbers of effectives. We take the view
would understand. And mark you this: that the temptation to resort to armed
it is no complicated and technical question; conflict is obviously reduced if defence is
it involves no grave difficulty of definition; strengthened at the expense of attack.
it would be a clear and certain step in the And, since our common object is not to
path of disarmament. The skill and the increase but to diminish the sum total of
gallantry which are involved in this dan- armaments and their expense, it follows that
gerous service - and in Britain to-day we we must direct especial attention to such
are mourning the loss of a submarine crew prohibitions or limitations as will weaken
of sixty men engulfed in the course of the attack and so remove temptation for
their service in time of peace - are no aggression. I have already made a reference
justification for its continuance. The aboli- to what has been accomplished as between
tion of such an instrument of warfare would certain of the principal naval Powers in the
be rightly hailed as such an advance in direction of limitation of naval armaments,
the path of disarmament as would prove and we, the British delegation, are ready to
our ability to accomplish the purpose of co-operate in whatever methods are found
the Conference, and would facilitate discus- most practicable for agreed reduction in the
sions of other problems which we have met size of ships and of maximum gun calibre
to solve. as well as in any practical application of the

principle of prohibiting land guns above
a certain calibre.

Apart from this, it is well known that
certain of the Naval Powers have already
given serious consideration to the question
of the reduction of naval armaments and
have achieved positive and valuable results One word more. This list is not, nor is it
in the shape of the Washington and London intended to be exhaustive. It appears to
Naval Treaties. It is the opinion of His , t h earliest, stage of our
Majesty's Government that these treaties me that at this, the earliest, stage of ourMajesty's Government that fthese treaties general discussion, the interests which we
represent a substantial contribution to the are gathered together to uphold are best
cause which we all have at heart, and our view served, so far as we are concerned, by a
is that they should be retained intact until certain elasticity of view combined with the
they expire in December 1936. We believe proof of a definite determination to pursue
that the Conference will find it well to accept our common object by the most practical
the Washington and London agreements, means available.
building upon them and framing the General
Convention upon their continued operation.
How this can best be done will be a matter
for close consideration and consultation as
the Conference progresses.

We do not conceal from ourselves the
difficulty of attaining success in our task,

In conclusion, let me indicate in simple but before any one of us abandons hopes
and direct terms some of the directions in of success let him reflect upon the conse-
which the British delegation believes that quences of failure. Many Peace Conferences
the limitation and reduction of armaments have failed before this, and the consequence
may be practically applied. Some of these of their failure is written in letters of blood
matters have already been touched upon in the history of the world, but failure now
in what I have said. There are others in means nothing short of an unmeasured and
regard to which we are convinced that immeasurable calamity. We have to proceed
practical progress should now be made; and in our ta through many weeks nd months,
we are anxious to join our colleagues here in conscious of the doom which is in store for
the pursuit of every practicable means. mankind if some practical results are not

achieved. This is not a Conference of rulers
or of statesmen; this is a Conference of
people of all lands. We represent the mass

We accept, as te o f e d of the people in all lands, the s-people who
cussion, the general scheme of the draft fight the wars, and are hoping, even against
Disarmament Convention. We accept, in hope, for a wise issue from our deliberations.
general, the methods of limitation by refe- h Roman poet declared as a motto for
rence to the establishment of maxima con- courage: Possunt quia posse videntur (suc-
tained in that Convention. We accept and cess will come to those who are resolved to
support the proposal for the establishment succeed).
of a Permanent Disarmament Commission.
We urge the abolition of gas and chemical
warfare. We press for the abolition of sub-
marines. The abolition of conscription is, as
we realise, a subject with controversial
aspects, but we seek and we urge upon The President. - The next speaker is
others to seek and to help us to find the most M. Tardieu, Minister for War and President
practicable course for limiting by agreement of the French delegation.
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M. Tardieu (France): were taken in the light of the recent past -
Translation: The French delegation sub- measures which the end of every war has

mitted its proposals to you on Friday, and it always brought in its train.
has now to explain to you their import from That is a fact, and no good was ever done
the point of view of French policy and of by denying a fact. International contracts
that of the League of Nations. are like private contracts : they take account

My speech will certainly be short, and I of circumstances and some of their clauses
shall try to make it clear. I may add that it are based on them.
will be frank, and I ask you to regard this But, in settling the past, peace also
frankness as a mark of my respect. turned to the future. The Covenant, which

Since our arrival at Geneva, we have heard, stands at the threshold of peace, imposes
even at the beginning of our discussions, upon its signatories a common duty "in
the voices of those who are fearful lest a scrupulous respect for all treaty obliga-
our work should be unsuccessful. I can tions" and, in particular, that of "preserv-
draw only one conclusionfrom this-namely, ing as against external aggression, the
that although the work to which we have set territorial integrity and existing political
our hand has always been necessary, it independence" of the Members of the
is in present circumstances more necessary League of Nations.
than ever. For the need to provide further The fulfilment of this duty is what has
guarantees of peaceful international relations brought us here. It consists in preparing a
must be obvious to all. scheme for the limitation and reduction of

The whole world is in a state of unrest. A armaments compatible with these four con-
crisis, which is a belated effect of the disloca- ditions - which are necessarily variable
tion of production caused by the war and its and, if they are to be equitable, cannot be
aftermath, is jeopardising material interests identical - security, the execution of com-
and producing in the minds of the peoples a mon obligations and the taking account
coefficient of irritation which affects the of the geographical situation and circum-
treatment of every problem before the stances of each State.
world. That is the task which confronts us. The

The noble task which has brought us to Covenant, which entrusted us with this
Geneva is unfortunately not the only task task, was framed in 1919, and this is now
with which Governments are faced. Finan- the year 1932. Thirteen years have elapsed,
cial settlements between State and State or - a long time, but it is sufficiently account-
between private persons, banking, industrial ed for by the difficulties of our task and also,
and commercial difficulties, economic dis- if you will excuse my frankness, by certain
cussions both national and international, mistakes which have been made and which,
unemployment- all these questions have I think, must not be repeated.
simultaneously become acute and urgent. May I venture to remind you that I
Party struggles are in some cases becoming collaborated daily in the drafting of the
disquietingly violent and international policy Covenant, which is our charter ? Every
is in some cases the issue at stake. Both evening throughout 1919 I discussed with
the old, who live in the past, and the youn- Clemenceau and Leon Bourgeois the texts
ger generation, who too often ignore the produced by the Committee sitting under
past, are alike a prey to uncertainty and the chairmanship of President Wilson;
anxiety, and a general feeling of mistrust is with them I witnessed the birth of Article
gaining ground. The clash of arms, which 8, which is the basis of the Covenant, and
we hoped never to hear again, is once more of the other articles of which it is composed.
resounding in our ears. A long period has elapsed since then but,

This is, I maintain, but a further reason owing to the chance of political circumstances,
for setting to work without delay and making I have never before had the honour of
our choice, on behalf of the countries we sitting among you. I regard it as my duty,
represent, between peace based on discipline on this the first occasion on which I have
and anarchy based on selfishness, been privileged to be with you, to express,

The problem of the limitation and reduc- with moderation but with firmness, my
tion of armaments is the most difficult of all, conviction that during these thirteen years
for, though less than fifteen years have there has been failure to extract from the
passed since the conclusion of peace, a new Covenant all those practical results which,
generation has arisen which cannot always in the opinion and intention of its authors,
discern the terms of the problem, and a it was capable of producing.
delicate process of mensuration - if I may As my Government points out in the
use the term-- is required to gauge the proposals it has submitted to you, the
requirements of the various sovereign States Covenant has too often been interpreted
and their respective strengths. along the line of least resistance. A great

This problem arose with the conclusion of deal of work has certainly been done, but,
a treaty which brought to an end the on occasion, boldness has been lacking.
greatest war in history. Although, at its best, Our colleague, M. de 3Madariaga, said last
this treaty reflects a noble ideal of co- year in his remarkable speech that the
operation, some of its clauses were inevitably Covenant had been slowly ruined from
inspired by the needs of the time when it was within, and no one had tried to prevent it;
negotiated. In the nature of things, measures it had been emptied of its substance, since
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the obligations imposed by it had been and concrete undertakings, that, as we
reduced to nothing. venture to think, the proposal of the French

How many times, instead of reinforcing delegation is offering you.
its provisions with a view to their practical Our object - and I wish to be quite clear
application, have we whittled them down, about this -is to do constructive work on
attenuated and weakened them, stultifying the basis of the Covenant instead of seeking
any possible action by means of innume- new bases. For our conception of disarma-
rable reservations and seeking to hide ment--and this is the important point--
fundamental disagreements under formal is and remains conditioned by our conception
agreements ! How many pacts have been of the League of Nations; and we consider
signed, both under the auspices of the that as long as the League is without means
League and outside the League, which, to secure the execution of its decisions, it
while extending the scope of international will always tend to shrink from taking
agreements, have not strengthened them decisions. We agree with what our colleague
- far from it! - or increased their essentis so clearly stated in 1924, that
value. How many times, in order to avoid a the problems of collective security and
th itint general solu he difficultion of armaments are to by generae found
tions, have such general solutions been in Article 8, and we also agree with him that
split up in the hope - always vain - of an organised League of Nations is the only
its being possible to piece them together power capable of undertaking preventive
again. and repressive measures.

Thus the LUon Bourgeois scheme relating 
to an international armed force reling The principles underlying this thesis are

to an international armed force ended
merely in the setting up of the Permanent familar to yon. All the French delegates,
Advisory Commission, of whose services soexception on Borgeois, Ren
little use was made; the 1924 Protocol Viviani, Henry de Jouvenel, Edouard
was abandoned on the understanding that Herriot, Louis Loucheur and Aristide Briand

it would be replaced by a number of - have defended these principles from this

regional agreements, although, in fact, it platform, and the presence here of my friend
was followed by the Locarno Agreement | Paul-Boncour, who has so brilliantly con-
alone. Then there was the 1927 resolution, tributed to your discussions, proves, if proof
alone. Then there was the 1927 resolution,
from which the Council has never succeeded were necessary, that we are still loyal to
in drawing any positive conclusion, and the those principles. As regards the methods to
French proposals of 1926, so well calculated be employed, I will merely say that we

refuse to split up the problem and that, in
to instil life into Articles 11 and 16; they refuse to split the problem and that, in
were smothered under detailed discussions the light of the lessons learned from past
which have produced nothing but the failures, of which I spoke just now, we

ieague's wireless station. There was the regard that problem as an indivisible whole;
League's wireless station. There was the re- 
principle of compulsory arbitration, which iand while laying before you definite means
degenerated into conciliation procedure: |of limiting and reducing armaments, we are
degenerated into conciliation procedure:
and the principle of mutual assistance, linkng up those means with the questions
which was transmuted into treaties of of organisation that necessarily ensue andwhich was transmuted into treaties of twithout which the League would be unable
friendship or non-aggression. As you know, wtouthie w be u e
I could give many more instances, but t 
these are sufficient to demonstrate what In a word, we are endeavouring to deal

I mean. with the whole body of duties imposed by

Believe me, I recognise the value of many the Covenant, and you will agree that the

of these successive pacts, and I know that the decision we call upon you to make is a

reaffirmation of certain principles cannot momentous one. Some have, in the past,

but do good; nor do I fail to appreciate the regarded the League of Nations as an all

sustained and meritorious efforts of the too flexible instrument for controlling
League, which has in such large measure events; while others, like ourselves, look
fulfilled the hopes of the nations. At the upon it as a new and lasting power capable

same time, however, I am convinced that of organising peace, security and disarma-
political gestures, however admirable, must ment. What we ask is that a choice should
not be confused with legal obligations ; and I be made between these two conceptions -

affirm that our contribution to the world that is the main object of our proposals.
at this Conference must take the form of It is our desire that, from the very outset of

executory legal obligations, if we are to our deliberations, such a choice should be
bring the nations the protection of peace and possible. Such is the leading feature of our

a reduction of military burdens. proposals.
Public opinion to-day is tired of witnessing Equally frankly, may I say that France

so many sterile meetings. The world is hopes also that the coherent and restricted
watching us and is saying: "Do what character of this programme may remove
you will, give us any engagement, however all temptation to extend it, with the conse-
short, however limited in time, however quent risk - as I pointed out a moment ago
simple, provided that it is real and living and - of once more weakening the means of
that it proves of substantial use and is action at the League's disposal. If we
capable of producing deeds "; and it is these succeed, it will mean a great step forward
deeds, born or yet to be born of clear in the cause of peace. But success depends
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upon our ability to avoid being diverted from at the League's disposal in case of the appli-
the end we have in view. cation of Article 16 and would comprise

The task with which we are entrusted is military machines in the tonnage class
not the revision of the map of the world or immediately below those to which I have
the negotiation of new treaties of peace or just referred; the third force, which would
the solution of problems outside those which include land, sea and air units, would be
the Covenant requires us to solve. The placed at the disposal of the League in the
preparatory work - to which a tribute with form of a contribution from the contracting
which I am happy to associate myself was States. The only reservation that our
paid earlier in the proceedings- has been scheme contains refers to legitimate defence
going forward for a number of years along in the case of flagrant aggression.
lines laid down in the Covenant itself and Finally - and this is the fourth point on
which it is our duty to respect. We must which I should like you to be absolutely
attempt neither more nor less. clear - France is willing to go even further

To accomplish less would mean a cruel and under the same conditions to give
disappointment to the world at large; to favourable consideration to any other reduc-
do more might perhaps result in exposing tions of armaments that might be suggested
it to the most dangerous upheavals. So, over and above those which we ourselves
while addressing ourselves to the work of are proposing within the framework of the
substituting security by contract for security 1930 draft Convention.
by force - for that is the most vital aspect Such is our scheme. I will not demean
of our task - we are obliged, of necessity myself by discussing the insinuations of
and under pain of depriving our future reso- those who describe it as a mere manceuvre.
lutions of all authority, to affirm our respect It is, on the contrary, a co-ordinated whole,
for the signatures we have exchanged in the clear in all its details, devoid of demagogy
past. and providing an infallible gauge of the

But just as we avoid interfering in matters extent of the nations' willingness to proceed
which are no concern of ours, so also we to new and more effective measures of
would ask you not to omit the slightest mutual guarantee and security. You will,
detail of that which comes within your moreover, have observed--it has been
sphere. That is why I venture to think that obvious ever since the scheme was made
our proposal harmonises in all its parts public - that our proposals enjoy the sup-
with the programme of the Conference, port of practically all sections of French
with the Covenant, and more particularly opinion and that they have much in com-
with the spirit of Article 8 of the Covenant. mon with the scheme which our distinguish-

In the first place, let me say that this ed friend Lord Cecil read out on Saturday
proposal is founded upon the draft Conven- morning.
tion of 1930, from which it draws an imme- I do not complain of the opposition which
diate conclusion. In spite of the reductions our proposals have encountered - blame
in her armaments to which she has volun- and criticism are the common lot of those
tarily assented in the course of the last who submit proposals -but I should like
ten years, France is prepared to become a to ask whether that opposition is on account
party to an agreement binding her to limit of the new obligations thus imposed on the
her armaments for a stated period of years. various States. In that case, I would ask
This, she is prepared to do unconditionally; you to compare such limited treaty obliga-
I wish that to be clearly understood, without tions to the incalculable burdens which
possibility of misapprehension or equivoca- some unlooked-for accident in certain parts
tion. of the world might involuntarily place on

In addition, France has put forward a all concerned. The allusion will, I am sure,
series of proposals regarding those branches be generally understood without further
of national armaments which are at once elaboration on my part.
the most powerful, the most useful in attack Or will it be said that our scheme is
and the most ruthless from the point of simply a roundabout method of consolidat-
view of the civilian population. In Chapters ing the status quo ? Even those who are
I, II, III and IV of our text, you will find anxious to modify that status quo will, I
details of what we propose, the scheme hope, agree that any such hypothesis would
being completed by rules for the protection be fraught with danger in the absence of a
of the civilian population. Chapter V indi- strong preliminary organisation precluding
cates the political measures which the proper all recourse to violence. For international
working of such a scheme would necessarily society is, and always will be, subject to the
entail. same necessities as national societies, in

France proposes, moreover, that the which equal treatment in regard to the
League should have at its disposal three carrying of arms - despite the very varied
classes of armed forces: the first, composed positions of the individuals concerned--
exclusively of air units, would be made up only became possible when judges and
of commercial air machines mobilised by gendarmes were appointed as the guardians
the League and military machines already of such equality.
in existence of a tonnage in excess of the I ask you to heed the voice of France when
maximum to be fixed by the Convention; she asserts that peace can never be assured
the second, also an air arm, would be placed until the fabric of the League has been
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strengthened in truth and in fact. I ask you be equivalent to an immoral and unjust
also to heed her voice when, as a means to premium upon force of numbers and
such strength, she asks you to begin by technical preparedness.
implementing the Covenant with the re- And now, I come to my conclusion, for in
sources which implicitly it contains. this Conference, as Sir John Simon has

For twelve months I was responsible for already reminded you, we do not enjoy that
the administration of the 20 million peas- possibility of carrying forward our work, that
ants who make up half of our population. margin of hope in which previous meetings
I am familiar with the working of their have been able to take comfort. We come
minds, and it is a privilege for me to be here with the dossiers of experts under our
able to tell you what they are thinking. All arms, but with the duties of Governments
down the ages, war has cost them dear. In in our hearts. We are face to face with our
modern times they have experienced three responsibilities. This is no time for reser-
invasions in a hundred years, in the last vations or adjournments. As Ministers and
of which almost a million of them laid down Plenipotentiaries, in whom is vested the
their lives. On them, as on others, the armed power of deciding in one way or in the
peace of to-day weighs no less heavily than other, decide now we must, and in so doing
the war of yesterday. They are, however, we must shoulder the responsibilities
aware that, as compared with 1913, their which each of us must bear in the eyes of
country has reduced its effectives by one- posterity.
quarter, the number of its higher units by If we succeed, as the final communique
one-half and the period of military service on the interview between the President of
by two-thirds - and that at a time when the United States of America and the French
certain other Powers were increasing their Prime Minister suggested a few months
military establishments. ago, we shall have established a lasting

Passionately devoted to peace, these peace on durable foundations and the
men are in closest sympathy with the efforts technical organisation of disarmament will
of our Conference. Their ideas are both go forward of itself. If success escapes us, it
clear and simple. They recollect that in will mean the collapse of the greatest hope
1919 the Governments of Great Britain and ever entertained by the human race, and
of the United States of America recognised at the same time the failure of the clear
and solemnly declared that the security of and eminently practicable task with which
France was insufficiently assured. They the Covenant entrusted us- in a word, a
covet nothing that belongs to others, and catastrophe of the first magnitude.
how anyone can regard them as a menace I thank you for listening to my remarks
is more than they can conceive. Their only with such attention, but before I resume my
desire is that the soil they till should be seat I should like to impress three figures
protected: for times without number expe- upon your minds. They are an expression
rience has taught them all that an invasion of the legacy left behind by the war:
costs, even when victoriously repelled. a sacrifice of ten million lives; devastation

Such are the feelings of every section of to a value of one billion francs; a world
my country, which reflects with pride that military expenditure of 110,000,000,000
when peace was signed fifteen years ago no francs per annum. Such is humanity's
single human being was placed beneath its tragic plight, such the causes that have led to
sovereignty who had not always been this memorable gathering in which both
French in heart and French in will. My Members of the League and non-member
country believes that it has never shown States are met together.
itself lacking in generosity and it recalls We who represent these States belong to
how, in 1930, by abandoning five years the generation which was sacrificed, to the
before the appointed time a territorial generation which experienced in turn the
pledge which the Treaty had placed in its horrors of the battlefield and the heavy
hands, it accomplished an act for which burdens of war's aftermath. The friends of
history shows no precedent. In 1926, to our youth sleep their last sleep in military
restore its finances, it submitted to unpre- cemeteries along the fronts. It is for us who
cedented taxation, stabilised its franc at survive to translate into fact the wishes of
20 centimes, ruined its rentiers and more those who fell!
than doubled its budgetary burdens in In the first place, we must guard against
terms of gold; that is why, when envious any repetition of such happenings in the
eyes are cast on the stability of its currency, future, which means the pacific settlement
it is entitled to point to the price at which of international disputes.
it has bought it. In the second place, we must enable

We invite the Conference to criticise our mankind to co operate in the productive use
scheme, to discuss it and to lay before us of a large proportion of the sums at present
any proposals that you may consider prefe- swallowed up by military expenditure-
rable. We shall meet you, you may be sure, that means the reduction of armaments.
in a conciliatory and open-minded spirit But these two objects are in reality two
qualified only by our unshakable attach- aspects of a single task - the organisation
ment to the fundamental bases of the organi- of peace.
sation of peace; for we are convinced that Whether our generation will have time to
disarmament without organisation would complete that task is doubtful. But those
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who come after us will finally reach the President, I received yesterday a very
goal, if only we can take the first bold important delegation representing the Inter-
steps along the road which leads to success. national Conference of Associations of
The younger generation will carry on the Disabled Soldiers and Ex-service Men repre-
work and, I hope, complete it. It is for us of senting eleven European countries. The
the older generation to begin. President of the delegation made a most

interesting statement and I was presented
with a resolution which, in accordance with

16. -PRESENTATION OF A RESOLU- our rules of procedure, I will have inserted
TION BY A DELEGATION OF THE in the Journal.
INTERINATIONAL CONFERENCE OF (The Conference rose at 12.55 p.m.)
ASSOCIATIONS OF DISABLED SOL-
DIERS AND EX-SERVICEMEN:
STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT.

The President.- I have to announce to
the Conference that, in my capacity as

FIFTH PLENARY MEETING

Tuesday, February 9th, 1932, at 10 a.m.

President: The Right Honourable A. HENDERSON.

CONTENTS. We meet, with the necessity of co-ordinating
motives and maturing agreement, in a

17. NcTINUATN OF HE GISC . ongress of nations larger than has ever
Speeches by Mr. Gibson (United States of before been assembled. We meet under

America), Dr. Brfining (Germany) and M. de
Macedo Soares (Brazil). the strain of economic distresses, inter-

national uncertainties, and popular emotions
which might easily engulf anything smaller
in stature than the cause presented here.

17. - CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL
DISCUSSION. Our Conference must not be diverted

from achieving success on the vital questions
The President. - We continue with by minor differences of a technical nature.

the general discussion, and the first speaker The task before the nations of the world
is the Honourable Hugh Gibson, Ambassa- is not to minimise these problems, but,
dor to Belgium, delegate of the United fully mindful of them, to gather strength
States of America. and determination from the conviction

that the demand for a regime of international
The Honourable Hugh Gibson. - The confidence, co-operation and peace will in

United States enters the first world con- the end have its way; that the men and
ference on the limitation and reduction of nations of our own day who contribute
armaments with the determination to leave to it will be counted in the end as enrolled
nothing undone to achieve substantial pro- in a victorious cause, and that, in the long
gress. It assumes that the same determina- perspective of history, those who are to-day
tion predominates among all the nations reluctant and preoccupied with smaller
represented at this Conference. Nothing interests, will stand only as temporary im-
is contributed to our deliberations, indeed, pediments to a worldwide and inevitable
our efforts are only clouded by insincerity movement.
and pretence, if we fail to acknowledge
the difficulties which just now surround The people of the United States have,
the project before us. The part of statecraft during the past generation, played a useful
is, however, neither to gloss over diffi- and leading part in the movement for
culties and thereby contribute to defeat, the limitation and reduction of arms. The
nor to invite despair by overemphasis on Washington Conference of 1922 made the
the difficulties in the foreground. The first concrete contribution to voluntary
situation demands calm consideration of limitation. It met the then existing problem
the facts as they exist *and courageous of armaments at its most acute, its most
efforts to obtain a substantial solution. threatening and most conspicuous point,
The impediments are familiar to the most and by a restriction of naval armaments
elementary observer of international affairs. among the Powers which found themselves
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setting an unhappy example, made a long and of our lack of experience of, and exposure
and decisive stride in the direction demanded to, the rivalries and strains of the European
by world opinion. Our people at that continent. In answer, the American people
Conference sacrificed, if not a real pre- point to the fact that the system of
dominance, at least a potential predominance, competitive armaments, of alliances and
in weight and strength for warfare. The cross-alliances, which has existed for cen-
American people have been proud of the turies in Europe, has failed to maintain
contribution which they made to that peace and seems indeed to have been
pact of temperate conduct and common provocative of war, the results of which
sense. are such that victors and vanquished are

victims alike.In the London Naval Conference of 1930 victims alike.
the principle of limitation established for
capital ships at the Washington meeting Furthermore, the altered conditions of
was enlarged to cover the whole field of international relationships, the development
equipment for warfare at sea by the three of communications and transport within
most heavily armed of the nations, and the last generation to a point where the
some progress was made toward including whole world is knit together by strands
the two other Powers most concerned. of commerce, finance and intimate contact,

We enter the Conference to-day with have to-day produced new international
the practicability of the limitation and relationships which are utterly inconsistent

with the older methods and formulas.reduction of armaments established, with
the demand for it au d by merica is convinced that the world should

the demand for it Augmented by general not go on to new movements and newpride and satisfaction in the achievement and new
already made, and with the United States asks hampered by the garmens of an
again willing to play its appropriate part older regime, and that the problem in the
in further progress. The American delegation end is ony how promptly an how smoothly

is prepare to consider any form of military mankind will cast aside the weapons and
is* p a to*~~~~ 1 * * traditions of the old.limitation and reduction which promises

real progress toward the feeling of inter-
national security, protection against surprise, In the past every nation has justified
and restraint on the use of arms for pur- its level of armament, however high, by
poses of aggression. the claim that such levels were necessary

and dangs of te for its national defence. Let us not forget,
The burden and daner o the gntic however, that new international commit-

machinery of warfare which are now bein ments of binding force have introduced
maintained in time of peace have reached a new conception of what is needed by a
a point where they threaten civilisation i a point where they threaten civilisation nation for the purpose of defence. Such
itself. For two years past the people of treaties and commitments bear upon prac-
every race have been confronted with an t as prte
economic crisis from which no nation has t th nations esnt

been free. All the Governments In view of this new situation, calling forbeen free. All the Governments of theworld have faced reduction of new methods and new formulas, the lessons
h f r of the old strategy must be unlearned in

unsettled budgets, and dangers to the very order that we may advance... '^ .- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ order that we may advance.
stability of Government itself.

The United States, while seriously affected The new conception of national arma-
by these difficulties, has suffered somewhat ments has never been put into words
less severely than many of the other nations. in any of our commitments, ut it is so
It is to-day able to maintain the burden of in teir terms tat implicit in their terms that it can be reduced
armaments as readily as any of the nations to a formula. Every nation has notalmost to a formula. Every nation has not
but it views that burden as unnecessary only the right but the obligation to its
and inexcusable. No one will doubt the on pele t intin internal order.
political instability of the world, of which This obviously calls for an adeuate mili-
these arms are not alone the effect but tary force for internal police work. Beyond
also the cause. No one will doubt that and above this, there is the obligation of
they not only contribute to the economic each ovnment to its people to maintain
debacle, but that they threaten the peace a sufficient increment of military strength
of the world. Our American people look national erritory agns
upon the statesmanship which permits the areon and invasion. We therefore
continuance of existing conditions as nothing have this formula dividing our military
less than failure. The time has gone by forces into two parts. Beyond this reasonable
when the peoples of the world will long supplement to the police force we have
permit the continuance of this failure. taken an implicit obligation to restrict

The feeling is sometimes expressed that ourselves. Our problem is therefore to
the convictions of the United States in establish, by honest scrutiny and agree-
this field, the faith of our people in an ment, the margin that now exists beyond
orderly and stable regime among the nations, what is essential for the maintenance of
and our conviction that the very existence internal order and the defence of our terri-
of armaments unbalances the equilibrium, tories. Controlled by prudence but not
are a product of our geographical isolation by fear, let us then proceed in a practical
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way to reduce armaments to the level we advocate completing the latter as soon
to which we are all alike committed. as possible by the adherence of France and

Italy.
The American delegation has listened

with interest to the speeches of Sir John (3) We advocate proportional reductions
Simon and M. Tardieu, and has been grati- from the figures laid down in the Washington
fied to note that each of them has begun and London agreements on naval tonage
this general discussion by concrete proposal as soon as a parties to the Washington
setting forth at the very beginning of the Agreement have entered this frame-work.
Conference the contributions which their
Governments can make to the cause for
which we are assembled. These proposals (4) We advocate, as we long have done,
and any others which may be put before the total abolition of submarines.
the Conference will be examined with an
open mind by my Government, and we feel
that the best chance of success lies in a (5) We will join in formulating the most
similar statement from every delegation effective measures to protect civilian popu-
that has something positive to lay before lations against bombing from the air.
us, so that we may set out upon our work
with the benefit of all the practical pro- (6) We advocate the total abolition of
posals which it is possible to put forward lethal gases and bacteriological warfare
at the outset.

The American delegation has not (7) We advocate, as I have already
attempted to formulate and submit any stated, the computation of the numbers of
comprehensive plan for overcoming all the the armed forces on the basis of the effectives
obstacles that exist in the way of achieving necessary for the maintenance of internal
a general limitation and reduction of arma-order plus so suitable contingent for
ments. In the first place, we do not desire defence. The former are obviously impos-
to raise new questions which will increase sible of reduction; the latter is a question of
the points of difference and thus delay the relativity.
forward steps which could otherwise be
taken. In the second place, we do not
believe that the human mind is capable of soaee avoa ea estrictions for tanks and heavy mobile guns;
projecting itself into the future as to devise in other wor tanks and heavy mobile guns
a plan which will adequately provide for in other words, for those arms of a peculiarlya plan which will adequately provide for o^^^^-^ char^^r
all future developments and contingencies. offensive character

Since practically all the nations of the (9) We are prepared to consider a limi-
world have now pledged themselves not to tation of expenditure on material as a
wage aggressive war, we believe this Con- complementary method to direct limitation,
ference should and can successfully devote feeling that it may prove useful to prevent
itself to the abolition of those weapons a qualitative race if and when quantitative
which are devoted primarily to aggressive limitation has been made effective.
war, and we are prepared to give earnest
and sympathetic consideration to any plans A i 
or proposals which seem to furnish a practic- I ha e lrea s tee nne pnt
able and sound basis upon which we may are in no sense exclusive, but I mention
effect a general limitation and reduction of them merely in order to focus atention
armaments and establish a more healthy upon the methods in which we have the
and peaceful state of affairs. It is my purpose greatesthopeof early practical realsation.
to-day to lay before you certain points
which the American delegation will advocate. The nations of the Western Hemisphere
Let me say that this list is not exclusive and have long since prepared themselves for an
contains merely some of the thoughts which international life in which the solution of
we feel will carry on the purposes of the difficulties will be sought by pacific means
Conference. only. The problem of armaments is not of

the Western Hemisphere. Of the five
(1) The American Government advocates principal navies of the world, only one

consideration of the draft Convention as belongs to an American nation and to this
containing the outline of a convenient basis navy the principle of proportionate limita-
for discussion, while expressing its entire tion and reduction has been comprehensively
willingness to give full consideration to any applied. Not a single American nation
supplementary proposals calculated to possesses an army which brings fear to its
advance the ends we all seek. neighbours. For half a century no inter-

national war has occurred between the
(2) We suggest the possibility of pro- nations of our hemisphere. There is no surer

longing the existing naval agreements, evidence that self-restraint from over-
concluded at Washington and London, and armament safeguards peace. There is more
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security to be had in friendly co-operation must each country determine for itself the
between nations than in reliance on force. scale of its armaments: the nature and ex-
The best defence a nation can have is the tent of these must be determined contrac-
goodwill of its neighbours. tually by joint negotiations between all

the States.

The old jealously guarded sovereign right
In spite of the fact that we ourselves have of States to decide for themselves the ex-

reduced the personnel of our land forces to tent of their national defence forces must
a figure below the proportion reached by find its highest fulfilment in the voluntary
any great European Power, we are here to incorporation of this right amongst the
co-operate to the utmost of our ability. obligations of international solidarity and
We are prepared to discuss, and to extend the consolidation of peace. It will perhaps
to other fields, the principles of limitation be reserved for future generations to appre-
and reduction of armaments already esta- ciate to the full the historical magnitude of
blished, and to examine and accept new this task, whether it be successful or not.
principles if they contribute genuinely to Should we prove unsuccessful - and God
the end defined. We join our sister nations grant that this may not be so - humanity
with the deep conviction that the cause at would realise too late and at the cost of
issue must not be diverted by lack of intolerable suffering the fatal error it com-
frank discussion, by preoccupation with mitted in allowing the decisive moment to
the difficulties in the foreground, or by a pass. But if that for which we are all earnest-
weak surrender to the obvious impediments ly hoping comes to pass, the historians of the
to progress. The delegation of the United future will be able to say that the age of
States is representing, not only a Govern- world unification through technical science
ment, but a people, and the mandate from prepared the way for the age of disarma-
both is in the same unmistakable terms: ment and the development of peace through
that decrease in arms is essential, not alone law - that is to say, peace established on
to the economic recovery of the world, but right and justice.
also to the preservation of the whole fabric T - iii i 
of peace. The work of peace - initiated with the~~~of peace. 'founding of the League of Nations and

carried on by further acts, such as the
Briand-Kellogg Pact - imperatively calls
for the application of the principle of disar-

The President. - Dr. Bruning, Chancellor mament, as its natural consummation and
of the Reich and delegate of Germany, will crowning object. The voluntary and con-
now address the Conference. ' tractual disarmament of all States consti-

tutes - in conjunction with a liberal and
determined settlement of the economic and
financial aftermath of the war, which ham-Dr. Bruining (Germany): pers the reconstruction of the world - the

Translation: In rising to address you at most important and the most urgent step
this solemn moment, I am fully conscious in the task of leading mankind, so grievous-
of the fact that this Conference, for which ly stricken by the catastrophe of the world
the Governments of the whole world have wa towards an era of reconstruction and
assembled, constitutes an event of unique prosperity.
and historical significance. The German We are all aware of the difficulties that
people has long awaited this hour with im- have had to be overcome during the last
patience. For the first time in history, the few years in order to render the present
Governments are faced with the unavoid- Conference possible;but this is no longer
able task of jointly evolving a coherent, just the time to look back. We must look for-
and comprehensive scheme of thorough- ward unflinchingly, with sincerity and with
going disarmament on the basis of perfect open minds, and utilise the great and unique
equality of rights and duties, and of ensuring opportunity offered by the present Con-
the realisation of that scheme. ference.

We all belong to the generation for which
the great war was a direct personal ex-

This moment is well chosen for our discus- perience. The former combatants of all
sions. There is no doubt that in the matter countries have still before their eyes a clear
of disarmament, men's minds are turning to and unforgettable picture of all its horrors.
a higher and nobler conception of inter- Will this picture and this memory retain in
national thought and action. It is for this the minds of future generations that power
reason that the earnest hopes of the best to warn and to stir which spurs us to action
elements in all nations - and they can be in spite of all hindrances and difficulties .
counted in millions - are fixed on our If our generation- the generation of ex-
deliberations and their results. What has combatants - does not succeed in establish-
hitherto been regarded as an ideal must be ing a bulwark to prevent the recurrence of
transmuted at this Conference into a bind- such catastrophes, how can future genera-
ing precept of international law. No longer tions succeed who, though they may perhaps
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regard the abolition of war as an ideal, will would, in view of the moral, social and
not realise so clearly as we what an absolute economic consequences that would follow,
necessity and duty it is ? have such disastrous effects on the whole

world that every country, great and small,
would suffer grievously.

The will to peace, to a true and just peace, Disarmament is absolutely necessary,
that precept of the Christian conscience, is iortant mear. a a. p quite apart from other important measures,
the essential and primordial contribution put an end to the terrible crisis whichto put an end to the terrible crisis which
that every country must bring to the is crippling the whole world to-day and
Conference, if it is to be successful. It was bringing its economic machinery daily nearer
this will to peace that found its expression paralysis. Almost every
in-the remarkable -manifestation which tookto a state of paralysis. Almost everyin the remrkble maifetation which ook country to-day is at grips with the greatest
place last Saturday in this hall. Not isolated difficulties. I need not emphasise before this
individuals or groups of pacifist dreamers, Assembly the fact that nowhere do these
but the organised millions of the Churches, difficulties produce such appalling effects
the workers and—- in particular - the as in the country which I have the honour
women, expressed their desires and their t represent here.
demands in no uncertain voice.

All the efforts which have been made
by international means to find an issue

I am persuaded that the Governments from the present crisis have brought out
represented here are also anxious to pursue with ever-increasing clarity the elementary
by peaceful means the aspirations of their truth that the restoration of confidence is
countries. Nevertheless, the will to peace is the essential condition of the success of
not yet sufficient to render people ready to such efforts. Here is our opportunity of
disarm. I recall what was said last summer fulfilling this condition; here where we are
by the head of a great oversea Government. face to face with the problem, the solution
He said that the history of the world was a of which would be our surest hope of restor-
series of unsuccessful attempts to secure ing the confidence which the peoples have
peace by competition in armaments and by lost.
intimidation, but that international con- agreements have
fidence could not be founded on fear but been concluded and many reciprocal decla-
only on goodwill. That is why the new will to maintenance
peace must consciously preclude the pursuit of p . B util the practical value ofI., of peace. But until the practical value of
of interested aims by means of war and any such agreements and declarations are de-
endeavour to solve a conflict by making use monstrated by the success of the present
of arms as an instrument of national policy. Conference, misgivings will subsistConference, misgivings will subsist.

Disarmament is our means of creating a
It must not therefore be the ambition tangible reality, capable of delivering the

of each country only to disarm as little as peoples from the deadweight of their
possible; each must, on the contrary, doubts, a reality of which the unmistaka-
honestly search its conscience and decide ble effects will be obvious to every eye and
how far it can go in the direction of reducing which for this reason will be better calcu-
its armaments to the minimum laid down lated than any other means to restore the
in the Covenant, on the condition of general people's confidence. The world's economic
disarmament by all States on an equal difficulties are due above all to political
footing. For this reason we welcome the payments, as well as to excessive and un-
attitude of mind to which such striking equal armaments. The world must not be
expression was given some time ago by the left to perish because all statesmen cannot
leading statesman of another great Power, summon up the courage to act resolutely
when he declared his willingness to reduce and in accordance with their deepest convic-
his country's armed forces to ten thousand tions. Furthermore, the statesmen here
riflemen, on condition that no other nation assembled have a special responsibility in
should keep more than that number. virtue of a solemn pledge given to the whole

world. 
It will perhaps be said that for the states-

I say, therefore, let us have done with the It will perhaps be said that for the states
endeavour each to maintain our own military man responsibility towards his own country
forces at as high a level as possible and to come firstnd that the needs of national
reduce as far as possible those of our neigh- security take precedence over al other
bour. Away with attempts to secure for undertakings. For my own part, I cannot
ourselves, by such or such an interpretation admit that there 1i anything irreconcl1able
of treaties, the possibility of expanding our between individual interests rightly under-
own military forces, while depriving others stood and the common interests of the
of that possibility. That is not the right family of nations.
way. That way would wreck the Conference Let me remind you that the victors in the
and perpetuate the present unhappy situa- world war, when presenting their conditions
tion of an armed peace founded on inequality of peace, expressly laid it down as their
of rights. I am firmly convinced that failure profound common conviction that the gene-
of the true conception of disarmament ral reduction and limitation of armaments
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would be one of the most effective means of Commission, as a basis for the Conference's
preventing war and must therefore be practical work.
regarded as one of the League's principal
tasks. Was it not thus clearly recognised draft doe not meet the needs of
that general disarmament, far from im-the moment. t is marred by certain
perilling the security of States, would on omissions and passes in silence over essential
the contrary promote it and therefore that points. The German delegation reserves
disarmament, instead of being in conflict its right to lay before the Conference pro-
with a statesman's responsibility for the posals for remedying this defect. The
security of his country, was rather in full purpose of these proposals is to indicate
harmony therewith? means whereby a general and effective

reduction of armaments can be effected; by
prohibiting and limiting essentially offensive

Moreover, does not Article 8 of theMoreover, does not Artweapons, these proposals serve as a corollary
Covenant, which prescribes general disar-to the renunciation of war embodied in
mament and forms the groundwork of our recent agreements,and more especially the
present task, leave us free, when determining Briand-Kellogg Pact. Only such measures,
the minimum level for the armaments ofthe minimum level for the armaments of which strike at the very root of the problem
each State, to take full account of the of armaments can achieve the supreme
requirements of its national securitye |purpose of this Conference, which is to

guarantee to all States their right to an
equal degree of security.

No, I repeat, nothing can absolve us
from the responsibility that would be ours
if we failed to reach a definite solution of We propose to play our part n the oint

deliberations of this Conference on the means
the problem of general disarmament. To every proposal

-- ~~~~~~ ~of producing this result. To every proposal
put forward the German delegation will

All S , gt ad s , br ts be prepared to give impartial consideration,
All States, great and small, bear this suggestion capable of leading,and every suggestion capable of leading,

responsibility in like degree, for equality wit further delay, to a real measure ofis the principl upowithout further delay, to a real measure of
is the principle upon which the League effective disarmament is assured of our

of Nations rests. It may be that those approval and support. As soonas this
-States which are less directly involved f amental cndition is assured,the waysfundamental condition is assured, the ways
in the grave problems of world politics may and means of carrying the principle into
take a more detached view of this great ideal effect may be made the object of discussion
-of mankind and can survey future develop- and agreements. But those whose proposals,
ments with open-mindedness and perspi- ead of achieving the results which the
cacity. Hence my conviction that in this peoples expect of this Conference, evde
Conference they all, both singly and collec- peoples expect of this Conference, evadethem must be prepared for both criticism
tively, have a task of special moment to and opposition from all who feel themselves
perform. In this assembly, where every responsible, to world opinion and future
voice is heard and every vote counts, generations, for guiding these discussions
both their opportunities and their respon- d an equitable and lasting result.
sibilities will be of the first importance.

I will make no secret of the fact that in

Germany, for whose policy I am respon- my country, as, moreover, in others, a eries
sible, is ready to co-operate wholeheartedly of bitter experiences has often led to expres-
in the task which here confronts us, and ion of sceptici with regard to the
within the limits of her responsibility she activities of the League. But tangible
will do everything in her power to reach a results at this Conference wou suffice to
definite result, in keeping with the ideas dispel these misgivings, and they will in
of those who have preached the gospel of fact vanish if our main object is attained,
disarmament and in harmony with the
principles laid down in the Covenant. Nowhere in the world will this result be

hailed with more profound satisfaction
than in Germany, where deep in their

My Government and people ask that the hearts the people cherish that firm will for
disarmament of Germany shall be followed peace of which I have already spoken. The
by general disarmament. Legally and German people are convinced that general
morally Germany can claim that as an and lasting disarmament equal for all,
indisputable right. The German people unreservedly accepted and loyally applied,
looks to the present Conference to solve is the only means of putting an end to the
the problem of general disarmament on state of suspense which is crippling the world,
the basis of equal rights and equal security and of restoring to mankind its confidence
for all peoples. Our delegates have instruc- and its spirit of enterprise. The German
tions to pursue this object to the utmost people are aware of the responsibility
of their ability. Nevertheless, the German they share to-day with every Member of
delegation cannot take the draft Convention the League, in the presence of so momentous
in the form prepared by the Preparatory a task and in view of the infinite gravity
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of the situation from which the performance Once again she is prepared to play her part
of that task should help mankind to emerge. in the common task.

I therefore declare that, as a Member of It was the system of excessive armaments
the League of Nations and of this distin- that led to the political classification of
guished assembly, possessing all the rights nations into Great Powers and Powers of
and bearing all the responsibilities which limited interests. It is the duty then of
such status entails, Germany will do her those States which are chiefly concerned
utmost to promote the cause of general to take the initiative and lay proposals
and genuine disarmament such as the Cove- before this assembly, proposals backed by
nant enjoins, in equal measure on all Mem- the conscious will and loyal effort of their
bers of the League - general disarmament authors.
which must be applied to all peoples on the Brazil, for her part, is actuated by tradi-
same principles, and which must secure tions of pacifism, enjoying as she does the
for all nations a like degree of security. undisputed moral authority of a State which
Germany will pursue this aim in a spirit of has never once waged a war of aggression;
far-reaching solidarity and mutual under- and her idealism, she would have you know,
standing but with unshakable determination, has hitherto led her to refrain from setting
To .all the peoples represented in this up even the military organisation necessary
high assembly she frankly extends her for purposes of defence.
hand as pledge of loyal co-operation in the Two articles in the political Constitution
common task. of Brazil are of special significance for the

purposes of this Conference: Article 88,
The President. - M. de Macedo Soares, which prohibits wars of conquest, whether

Ambassador, delegate for Brazil will address directly or indirectly waged, and whether
the Conference. entered upon spontaneously or as the

result of an alliance with another nation,
M. de Macedo Soares (Brazil): and Article 34, clause 11, which imposes the

Translaon : I do nt p e to d n obligation to resort to arbitration beforeTranslation: I do not propose to detain declaring war.you with a long speech, but I am happy declarg war.~you wih ln seehbt mapy Brazil's international policy is at the
to avail myself of this opportunity of mak-
ing the voice of Brazil heard in this general presentmoen directed by M.Getulio
discussion. Vargas, the Head of the Government, a man

Brazil gave a sympathetic welcome to of liberal views and a wholehearted sup-
the invitation addressed to her by the porter of international co-operation, and by

of Nations through the Secretary- M. Afranio de Mello Franco, Minister ofLeague of Nations through the Secretary-League^~~~~~~~ . State for Foreign Affairs, whose wide know-General, in whom she has full confidence,h 
n 1 ^ > o ledge of international problems and activeand she feels sure that the Conference for ld of international problemsand active

the Reduction and Limiion of Arm- aci onn the work of
ments will succeed in evolving a formula the League Council constitute the surestments will succeed in evolving a formula

whereby its noble purpose maybe achieved, guarantee of the loyal and frank co-operationwhereby its noble purpose may be achieved. that I have the honour to offer you on
that I have the honour to offer you onI need not remind you that Brazil has behalf of Brazil.

consistently taken an interest in the work
of the League and indeed has complied
with the recommendations of League organs. (The Conference rose at 12.20 p.m.)

SIXTH PLENARY MEETING

Wednesday, February 10th, 1932, at 10 a.m.

President: The Right Honourable A. HENDERSON.

CONTENTS. 18. ELECTION OF THE PRESIDENT AND
VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE GENERAL

18. ELECTIONOFTHEPRESIDENTAND VICE-PRESIDENT COMMISSION : STATEMENT BY THE
OF THE GENERAL COMMISSION. PRESIDENT.
Statement by the President.

The President. - Before proceeding with
19. APPOINTMENT OF THE VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE the general discussion, I have an announce-

NERAL COMMISSION ON THE BUREAU OF THE ment to make to the Conference on behalf
of the General Commission, which held its

20. CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL DISCUSSION. first meeting yesterday afternoon.
Speeches by M. Grandi (Italy), M. Matsudaira The General Commission did me the

(Japan) and M. Zaleski (Poland). honour to elect me as its President. At the
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same time it elected M. Politis, delegate of duty of considering and defending those
Greece, as its Vice-President. interests and are accountable to our Govern-

ments and nations. Our work is founded
not on an ideological basis but on the
necessity of solving the disarmament pro-

19. APPOINTMENT OF THE VICE-PRESI- blem on practical lines and carrying out
DENT OF THE GENERAL COMMIS- the international undertakings which we
SION ON THE BUREAU OF THE have given.
CONFERENCE.

The President. - In view of the impor- I need hrdly remind you how positive
tance of the work devolving on M. Politis and definite those undertakings are which
and of his valuable co-operation, the General we formulated in Part V of the Treaties of
Commission unanimously recommended that Peace, in the Covenant of the League of
M. Politis should, in his capacity as Vice- Nations and the Locarno Protocol, in terms
President of that Commission, be called which permit of no hesitation or uncertain-
upon to sit as a member of the Bureau of ty. Little did we think, when concluding
the Conference. This recommendation was these agreements, that thirteen years
adopted, subject to the approval of the would elapse before we should finally set to
Conference, and I now ask the Conference work to carry them out. Now, afterthirteen
to confirm it. years, when the problem of armaments has

become disquietingly acute, I can conceive
The proposal of the General Commission of no reason why we should regard these

was adopted. undertakings as texts on the basis of which
we are required to reopen doctrinal dis-
cussions.

20. CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL20. CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL We have discussed more than once the
DISCUSSION. theoretical question whether disarmament

The President. - The first speaker on my should precede security or be preceded by it.
list this morning is M. Grandi, Minister for We have been discussing that question now
Foreign Affairs, Head of the Italian dele- for ten years, and, if we were to burden our-
gation. selves with it all through our present deli-

berations, we should, in my view, inevitably
be embarking on what has been called the

M. Grandi (Italy): "sophistry" of disarmament. Not only
Translation : I have not come to this would this course lead to no result: it would

platform to explain to you again my Govern- have the further disadvantage of discouraging
ment's policy in the matter of disarmament the nations.
nor yet to make another declaration on the
principles which govern national defencein my Let us therefore leave theory on one side
country. I did that two years ago in London and face facts. The facts teach us that there
at the Naval Conference, and again only a can be no security without disarmament.
few months ago during the Assembly of the Since the end of the war, especially since we
League of Nations. The various technical have been definitely engaged, for the first
problems, as we understand them, and the time, in seeking to reduce them, armaments
solutions which we consider useful and have continuously increased. We are to-day
practicable have been examined and dis- bearing the burden of more crushing mili-
cussed in detail by the Preparatory Com- tary budgets than on the very eve of the
mission, when the representatives of the war, and we are, I fear, beginning to be
Italian Government explained their point carried away by, swept along in a new race
of view. We are assembled here, after for armaments which is the more alarming if
lengthy, detailed, difficult, and sometimes we regard this phenomenon against the
delicate preparatory work, and we may sombre background of the economic crisis
almost be inclined to ask ourselves if that with which all our countries are grappling.
work has not already disposed of a large
part of our programme in advance, leaving
us now to draw the necessary conclusions. In 192, our countries expended

3,497,000,000 dollars; in 1926 
. 3,557,000,000; in 1927 - 3,873,000,000;

There are two methods which can, in 3,950,000,000; in 1927 - 3,873,000,000;
my opinion, yield nothing profitable: the 4107000000; and in 1930 4,128,000,000.
pursuit of the "demagogy" of disarmament , a i
and that of the " sophistry " of disarma-
ment. The first has sometimes been euphe- These figures speak more eloquently than
mistically termed the Utopian path, and any argument can do; they tell us that,
the latter - pejoratively - the path of ill- during these last few years, our military
will. These methods of appreciation are expenditure has increased by upwards of
no concern of ours. We are responsible men three milliards of gold francs. I should also
representing the interests of our countries, like to draw your attention to the fact that
and we are bound in our actions by the this competition in armaments was most
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intense at the very time when we were as an ever-present menace confidence in
establishing the legal instruments of security justice will be indubitably weakened.
- the Treaty of Locarno, the Pact for the Our task is to strengthen the hands of
Renunciation of War and the General Act justice and not to justify the use of force.
of Arbitration -which seems to me a mani- If we are to urge the States to sacrifices
fest proof that increased security cannot entailing a restriction of their freedom in
of itself check the race for armaments or the interests of international co-operation,
overthrow the system of armed peace. we must give them a guarantee that there

will never be any danger of the benefits
That system can only be broken by attae k- deriving from such co-operation being nulli-

ing the problem of disarmament direct. fied by the pressure which armaments may
exert within the community. Failing that,

As the Chancellor of the Reich so rightly all the ingenious edifices we have erected
said only yesterday, the practical value of the in the name of peace would be nothing more
agreements concluded and the declarations than a faCade, a mere mask for the conse-
exchanged by us with a view to maintaining cration of the system of repression by the
peace depends on the results of the present strongest, which is the most dangerous
Conference. imaginable method of defending peace.

While we are discussing disarmament If we are genuinely desirous of placing
here in Geneva, the roar of guns is heard in our countries at the service of the League
the Far East. This has been described as and of increasing its prestige and authority,the Far East. This has been described as armaments must be reduced. Not until the
tragic irony. But I would say, rather: the armaments must be reduced. ot unti the
sanguinary events in the Far East are a aments of the various countries ha
warning to us all, a warning of what awaits been scaled down to their lowes poible
the counfries of the unworld. should the Disar-limit to a limit t which there will be no
mament Conference prove unsuccessful. further possibility of their arousing suspicion

or awakening fear, will the common action
I need hardly point out how impossible it specified in the first paragraph of Article 8

is for the Covenant to function under a of the Covenant be able to come effectively
system of preponderance of armaments. into play in case of aggression. As long as
Even if this were not expressly stipulated in Member States continue to keep up military
the Covenant, common sense and experience establishments so powerful that any intent
would persuade us of its truth. Before the to make a joint effort must stop short before
war, proposals had already been put forward the alternatives of failure or war and blood-
to provide a legal organisation for the com- shed, we are bound to admit that references
munity of nations, but that organisation was to such common action will remain a dead
bound to be weak and ineffectual, as it inclu- letter.
ded no scheme for the disarmament of the If we desire peace, we must rid ourselves
various countries. We have now reached a of all illusions. The only basis of peace is
decisive moment, which has been hastened justice; and by justice I mean, not merely
by the very development of legal institutions a system of law, but also justice conceived
established since the war. as a rule of conduct, as an ethical habit, as

the spirit of co-operation. It is difficult to
The question is whether the path we have conceive of a more dangerous theory than

hitherto been following can really lead us to that which places peace before justice.
a more certain and effective form of inter- Peace is neither a blind faith nor an
national co-operation, guaranteeing freedom abstract conception. To worship it as an
of development and equality of rights to all idol before which each day the same prayers
States, or whether we shall find ourselves are intoned is not enough; it cannot con-
obliged to retrace our steps and leave each ceivably exist independently of the historic
State to secure such freedom and equality conditions in terms of which the problems
by its own efforts. of the communal life of the nations are

raised. If we follow a policy of unmitigated
In essence, what we have to decide is selfishness, a policy which ignores the living

whether the progressive acceptance of a forces of history, a policy of armaments,
system of international justice is guaranteed then the essential conditions of peace will
by an equally progressive renunciation of obviously remain unfulfilled. Discontent
such forcible methods as may be used to and uneasiness are as dangerous in inter-
bring pressure to bear upon the working national life as in the individual life of the
of that system. Such an expression may various nations, and to allay them in obe-
appear somewhat severe, but it is in keeping dience to the spirit of justice is the first
with the facts. Any form of military pre- essential.
ponderance is bound to exert pressure on To my mind, it is in this spirit too that
international relationships as a whole, and we must consider the problem of disarma-
it would be futile to hope that its weight ment. The difficulties which the problem
would always be thrown on the side of raises are so complex that some men have
justice. It is, on the contrary, to be feared allowed themselves - perhaps there are still
that, as a result, the sense of justice of those some who allow themselves - to be over-
who wield such power will be dimmed, while come by discouragement and scepticism.
in the minds of those to whom it appears It is certainly not thus that progress is to
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be made. The difficulties are serious, but an adequate solution for the main problem
the consequences of an armaments race will of disarmament.
be such that the most elementary common
sense compels us to confront and overcome 
them. It is not the distance between us and ar caes ic certa at

the military clauses which certain States
our ultimate goal which should discourage udertok to ser constitue the initia-
us. As the President remarked in his open- un dertoo to osere onstitte These clauses
ing speech, what we must ensure is continuity on o g i ntended to place thse States
of advance towards this goaland the adoption were not intended to place those States in
of a method capable of producing the fullest a permanent position of inferiority; but as
measure of success which we are in a position the President ofed, they werace othe firstimmediately to ahieve. solemnly declared, they were "the first
immediately to achieve. steps towards that general reduction and

The general approbation by public opinion steps towards that general reduction and
of the proposal for an armaments truce, limitation of armaments which they [the

wa the or of sbmi. trtnce t Allied and Associated Powers] seek to bring
which I had the honour of submitting towhich I had he hnour of submiting to about as one of the most fruitful preventives
the last Assembly of the League is a further of a therefore ws nt a uer-
proof of the importance public opinion of war Thisthereforewasnotanunder-taking by one group of States in respect of
attaches to all measures capable of relieving t aking by one group of S tate in repect o
the pressure of military expenditure and of another group, but a reciprocal undertaking

producing increased confidence in inter- by each of us in respect of all the others.producing increased confidence in inter-
national relations.

In his speech yesterday morning, the Part V of the Peace Treaties, moreover,
representative of the United States of affords a practical example of the reduction
America put forward a proposal regarding and limitation of armaments. We cannot
the possibility of extending the naval agrue- disregard that example. In the clauses
ments concluded in Washington and in contained in Part V, limitations were im-
London and of completing the latter as soon posed on Germany and her former allies in
as possible by the adherence of France and pursuance of the idea of depriving the
Italy. For my part, I am firmly convinced armed forces of those States of weapons
of the necessity of completing the London that are of a particularly aggressive charac-
naval agreements. Our negotiations, more- ter; and the primary object in view was
over, have not been interrupted, and I need the international organisation of peace for
not repeat here that my country is always which the way was then being paved and
prepared to do everything in its power to which the League was to accomplish. Both
bring them to a successful conclusion. Part V of the Peace Treaties and the Cove-

I will not deal now with very important nant of the League are based on a common
questions of the methods of limitation and idea, and that, I repeat, is why Part V,
of the standards in accordance with which by abolishing the especially aggressive
the proportions of the respective forces weapons, offers us practical examples of the
should be fixed. We shall discuss them form disarmament might take in the spirit
later in our proceedings. You are familiar, of the League and of the Pact for the Renun-
moreover, with the two fundamental points ciation of War signed at Paris in 1928.
which the Head of the Government of my
country has adopted as Italy's policy: The world would be taking an enormous
equality of rights between all States and the owrd oluo o e ar

proportionate adjustment (perquation) of stride towards a solution of the armamentsproportionate adjustment (perequat;on) ofe
armed forces at the lowest (possble ~Lvel. problem if all the States represented here

went resolutely to work to conclude under-
My country has no preconceived ideas as takings of this kind. At the London Naval

to the method to be adopted. We shall con- Conference, Italy, in accordance with this
sider, in a spirit of sincere collaboration principle, stated that she was prepared to
and with the greatest goodwill, any proposal agree to the simultaneous abolition of two
seriously intended to achieve the sole object the most deadly weapons of naval
for which we are here - namely, the limita- warfare capitalships andsubmarines.
tion and reduction of armaments.

On Friday last, the Head of the French
delegation communicated to the Conference My country is now ready to advance in
a proposal embodying certain very precise this direction, and I listened yesterday
ideas and suggestions. It raises also certain with special interest to the Secretary of State
legal, political and technical problems which for Foreign Affairs of the United Kingdom.
affect the very structure of the League I entirely agree with Sir John Simon that
Covenant, and which must naturally be we can achieve our aim by the twofold sys-
examined very carefully. The Italian dele- tem of quantitative limitation and qualita-
gation is prepared to study them with all tive limitation. In the draft Convention
the necessary attention. My country certain- prepared by the Preparatory Commission,
ly will have no hesitation in considering any we have a combination of measures which
proposal for strengthening the organisation might be used for determining and fixing
of the League, provided it ensures an effec- the level of our armaments. It can therefore
tive reduction of armaments. We should be taken as a basis for discussing this pro-
see no point in doing so, however, if such blem. At the same time, however, I think
proposal did not at the same time provide we might obtain results no less important
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and practical in the direction of qualitative the real meaning of the Conference if we
limitation. restricted our work within those limits f

My country is therefore prepared to agree
to an organic plan of qualitative limitation We must frankly admit now, at the
comprising: beginning of our work, that we cannot

continue to arm without jeopardising the
For naval armaments: gradual reconstruction and development of

our social organisation. Disarmament will
1. Simultaneou abolition of capitalnot suffice to cure our countries of the ills

ships and submarines; from which they are suffering, but competi-
Ablio. of a a. tive arming would intensify them to the2. Abolition of aireraft-carriers.2. Abolition of aradanger-point. With a kind of spontaneous

intuition of this fundamental fact, the
For land armaments: peoples are looking anxiously towards us.

1. Abolition of heavy artillery of a What does it matter to them whether moral1. Abolition of heavy artillery of all
1Abkinds ohev; atleyo disarmament should precede material disar-

mament or vice versa, whether security
2. Abolition of tanks of all kinds. engenders disarmament or disarmament

security, whether there exist in the system
of the League Covenant gaps which must be

For air armaments: filled .
Abolition of bombing aircraft.

Two dark menacing clouds overhang the
Anad in gern~eral world: the competition in armaments and

1. Abolition of the aggressive weapons economic depression. It is impossible to
of chemical and bacteriological think of one without realising the gravity
warfare of all kinds; of the other. That is why, at this moment

more than ever before, men of good will,
2. Revision of the laws of war with a who have the cause of disarmament at heart

view to ensuring more complete and who endeavour to promote it at Geneva,
and effective protection of the will have with them a faithful ally, public
civilian population. opinion, and the powerful and instinctive

support of all who suffer, wait and hope.

On this last point, I entirely concur in the
general principles at the basis of Part IV
of the French delegation's proposal and the
suggestions made yesterday by the delegate The President. - M. Matsudaira, Ambas-
of the United States of America. sador in London and delegate of Japan, will

I fully appreciate the significance of such now address the Conference.
measures for a great military Power. The
direct consequence will be that the greatest
sacrifices in regard to disarmament will be
asked of the strongest States. But that is M. Matsudaira (Japan). It is a matter
only just. The States which are most for sincere gratification that the long-
heavily armed have least to fear and must awaited Conference on General Disarma-
be the first to set a good example. Thebe the first to set a good example. The ment has at last been opened and is here in
strongest States must be the first to forego actual progress. It is on a larger scale than
weapons that are intended essentially for ever before. Not the naval forces alone, as
aggressive warfare. - on previous occasions, but the whole domain

I do not need to draw your attention to of armaments, including military and air
the fact that once we have agreed to abolish forces, is to be considered all at once.
the most powerful and deadly weapons, Moreover, so many Powers from all parts of
not only shall we have made a great step the world are participating in this Conference
towards disarmament, but we shall more to co-operate in the great cause. The task
easily and speedily reach agreement upon before us is therefore quite as vast and
the reduction and quantitative limitation complicated as it is important, and demands
of other armaments. our earnest and sustained attention.

I have dwelt repeatedly on the legal
obligations which disarmament imposes on Unfortunately, just at this moment, far
us and which we must uphold. But is it out in Eastern Asia conditions are disturbed.
only a legal obligation that we have con- The facts of the case and the attitude of
tracted ? Is it simply the obligation to Japan in the matter are fully communicated
apply the clauses of a treaty that has to the Council of the League of Nations by
brought us together ? Are we here merely which it is now being taken up. I shall
for the technical work of reconciling our therefore refrain from referring further
military interest ? Should we not be ignoring to the matter at this Conference, but, at the
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same time, I wish to make it clear that, voluntarily reduced the number of divisions
notwithstanding the unfortunate situation and the number of effectives on two occa-
in the Far East, Japan is as eager as ever sions, our present strength being in divisions
to further the cause of disarmament and four units less and in effectives 35 per cent
has sent her representatives to this Confer- less, compared with the figures in pre-war
ence with a view to co-operating with all days. The personnel of our army, therefore,
Powers to arrive at an arrangement through represents 0.28 per cent of the whole
which armaments could be effectively population of my country. The equipment
limited and reduced. The Government and and arms of our army are of far less efficiency
people of Japan entertain an abiding interest than those of the modern armies of the West.
in this noble task. Their attitude towards it
was fully demonstrated at the past Con- In many countries, the air force is still
ferences, at Washington in 1922, at Geneva in the making. That is the case in Japan also.
in 1927, and at London in 1930. They are In the field of civil aviation, which has
approaching the present Conference in the an important relation to the air force, we are
same spirit. far behind many other Powers.

The work of disarmament has, as its
fundamental object, the establishment of a This is the first time that an international
permanent peace throughout the world, attempt has been made for the limitation and
by eliminating suspicions, ill-feelings and fear reduction in military and air armaments.
in international relations, which are the The Japanese delegation is prepared carefully
very cause of the continued existence of to study any workable proposition in regard
armaments. It cannot be done in a day: that to these armaments, in the sincere hope
is plain from the nature of the matter. We that a suitable form of agreement can
have to proceed with patience, forbearance eventually be evolved.
and singleness of purpose. We must have
vision; we must have ideals; but we mustength, our navy

In point of naval strength, our navyalways see facts in their true light, stands limited by existing treaties. It isstands limited by existing treaties. It is
As has been thoroughly threshed out hoped that a comprehensive agreement to

in the past, the question of disarmament is comprise all the naval Powers represented
intimately related to the question of national here can be reached on a fair and reasonable
safety. The latter question is to be consider- basis.
ed in connection with the peculiar circum-
stances of each nation, its geographical If I may venture to make concrete sugges-
position, its political, financial and economic tions, the Japanese delegation is in favour
conditions. Particular attention is to be of a reduction in the size of capital ships and
directed to the armed strength and political in the calibre of their guns. It would
status of neighbouring countries which have further propose the reduction in the assigned
a dominant influence upon the safety of a tonnage of aeroplane carriers, since, in
nation. If a Government neglects its inter- our opinion, their functions would be of the
national commitments and does not dis- most aggressive nature, and their construc-
charge its obligations, that would constitute tion would involve tremendous cost. We are
a constant menace. prepared further to consider the possibility

of their total abolition, together with the
At a Conference on disarmament, it is prohibition of equipping vessels with aero-

important that these points should be taken plane landing decks.
into consideration, in order that a fair and
equitable form of agreement can be worked for the total
out. Discussions, therefore, should betotal

abolition of the submarine, the view of Japanconducted in all frankness, and with a spirit 
of co-operation and conciliation. Then we was clearly set forth at the time of the
should know each other better ; we should London Conference. In short, it is this : that

. . maa ̂^ '- t ^ ^z rit is not so much in the original nature of the
appreciate the difficulties and apprehensions i i n o inhe ina nat 

submarine to be inhuman, as in its wantonpeculiar to each Power and we should be sub e e ihu as in its wa
placed in a position to co-operate in finding use. A surface craft would be just as inhu-
a possible means of adjustment. man, according to its use. A strict limitation

of the use of the submarine was stipulated

We have before us at this Conference the in the London Naval Treaty It is our hope
draft Convention, the crystallisation of five that a naval Poer will find it possible
years' untiring labour on the part of the to adhere to that declaration, and it is the
Preparatory Commission for Disarmament, conviction of the Japanese delegation that
The Japanese delegation is in favour of an agreement as to a strict similar limitation
adopting it as the foundation uponwhich the oftheuseofallclassesofwarvesselsshould
work of the Conference could be built, and be concluded.
it is convinced that it will facilitate the
progress of our deliberations. The prohibition of air bombardment and

of the use of poison gases or bacteria has been
As regards our army, since Japan became suggested by some of my colleagues. I am

a Member of the League of Nations she has glad that all their opinions agree on this
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matter, for they are equally shared by the For this reason, we have welcomed with
Japanese delegation. genuine satisfaction the inclusion in the

agenda of the French proposals to give the
In conclusion, Japan is prepared to do all League real executive power, since this

within her power to contribute to the would, in our opinion, make possible an appre-
formulation of an agreement, fair and equit- ciable reduction of armaments.
able, as well as practical and economical, Poland, one of the original Members of
whereby the limitation and reduction of the League, has taken part from the outset
armaments could best be effected, accom- in all the commissions and organisations.
panied by assurances that national safety will which, over a period of so many years, have
not thereby be impaired, and that all parties been collecting the elements essential for
to the agreement will strictly observe its the work of this Conference, and, as her
stipulations. share in this great work, she has taken a

number of steps which are known to you all.
Further, I should like to emphasise the I need only recall our collaboration in the

point that the work of disarmament, Geneva Protocol of 1924 and our immediate
important as it is, cannot progress alone; accession, together with nine other countries,
it must go hand in hand with the general to this great international instrument; our
amelioration of international relations. So proposal for the prohibition of bacteriolo-
long as there are causes of friction and gical warfare, which has its place in the
controversies, and so long as nations look programme so eloquently put forward the
at one another with misgiving, suspicion day before yesterday by the British delegate;
and fear, real disarmament can never be our proposal of 1927, which preceded the
attained. When all nations sincerely desire Briand-Kellogg Pact and led up to the
to become good and trusted friends, when eighth Assembly's resolution; and, lastly,
all nations are prepared to discharge faith- our memorandum of September 17th, 1931,
fully their domestic and international on moral disarmament, which has been laid
responsibilities, when all nations feel that before the League and is to form a subject
they can work out their own destinies with of your discussions.
peace of mind, then, and then alone, our connection wih the limiion a
task will approach its end. Our efforts will con ornaments, a problem closely

s e to b a i reduction of armaments, a problem closelyalways have to be applied in these two
alwaydir ns like t e t happlied in these two connected with the problem of security, the

League has put before us a draft Convention.
My country, which was represented on the

It is sincerely hoped that at this Confe- Preparatory Commission, has had numerous
rence we shall succeed in overcoming the opportunities of defining its point of view
difficulties in our way, and by so doing, in regard to various articles of the Conven-
attain the result that friendship, good under- tion. I need only refer to the statements
standing and confidence will be increased made in the Preparatory Commission.
among the nations, and a significant
step forward will be taken along the path Desiring as we do to explain frankly and
to the eventual solution of the problem of emphasise our very special position in regard
peace, which is man's aim. to the disarmament problem, we have

thought it necessary (as certain other coun-
tries have done) to submit a memorandum
accompanying the detailed statement of the

The President. - M. Zaleski, Minister for position of our armaments. The memoran-
Foreign Affairs and delegate of Poland, will dum dated September 14th, 1931, makes it
now address the Conference. unnecessary for me to dilate here on the

position of my country in regard to the pro-
blem of the limitation and reduction of

M. Zaleski (Poland): armaments and the problem of security. I
have no change to make in the terms of the

Translation: It is not without emotion memorandum. The situation of the world
that I come to the tribune to speak before entirely justifies our main contentions and
this high assembly, in which, for the first shows the gaps in the present system of
time in the history of mankind, almost all international organiation and the need for
the peoples and races of the world are met positive and concrete efforts to remedy
together to discuss in common the general these defects.
aspect of a problem hitherto reserved to
natispnl sofaproblemvehithertoeresentd. t I can therefore devote my whole attention

to general solutions, a matter in which the
The Conference will mark, let us hope, co-operation of my country can be of some

the beginning of a new stage in the evolution use, in view of its historic and, on occasion,
of the international community. very painful experiences.

The draft Convention which has been
Poland, in view of her historic traditions submitted to us by the League is no doubt

and her geographical situation as the cross- not perfect, but it is a first attempt of
roads of so many invasions, cannot but take undoubted value. In our view it is indis-
a very special interest in the problems with pensable, in the interest of the Conference
which this Conference will have to deal. itself, that this draft should constitute the
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main basis of discussion. To reopen debate It is becoming increasingly clear that
on the methods adopted by the Preparatory the most accurate idea of the degree of
Commission would be a doubtful service to armament of each country is to be obtained
the cause of disarmament. We can only pay from its budget. The limitation of the
our tribute to the competence and devotion aggregate expenditure on the armed forces
of the authors of the draft Convention out- and formations organised on a military
lined by the Preparatory Commission. The basis, in the widest sense of the term, is
draft, which requires considerable sacrifices therefore the only effectual limitation pos-
from the contracting parties, is based on sible in the matter of armaments; it leaves
ideas which are sound and acceptable to all Governments entirely free to act, within
countries that are resolved to follow the certain limits, and to adapt their system
only road leading to the object in view- of national defence to the needs of their
namely, the road of evolution. security; at the same time, it affords the

only reliable standard by which to judge
of the intentions of States and to compare

Although our attitude to the principles armaments of the various Powers.
underlying the draft Convention is favour-
able, that does not, of course, relieve us
of the obligation of making, during the The Conference must carefully survey
discussions in the technical committees, any the whole of this field; for there are a great
suggestions that may serve to amplify indi- many questions unsettled, such as the
vidual provisions of the Convention. To establishment of reasonable proportions be-
mention only one or two particularly striking tween the expenditure of countries which
omissions, we regret that no account is have the advantage of having uninterrup-
taken of the " war potential ". This fact tedly and continuously organised their
clearly entails a position of inferiority for defence system, and whose territory has
countries which are primarily agricultural, never been devastated or suffered foreign
or whose industries would not afford them occupation, and countries which have had
a sufficient measure of independence in the to build up their system of national defence
event of an international conflict. Let us during the gravest economic crisis ever
hope that these omissions will be at least known in the history of mankind. What
partially made good by adequate guarantees public opinion expects us to do is to lighten
against aggression. the burden of expenditure and allocate the

money to productive purposes; on these

Nor must we lose sight of the necessity of lines we may perhaps make a valuable
ensuring that the provisions of the Conven- contribution to the solution of the present
tion cannot be rendered inoperative by some terrible economic depression.
readaptation of the systems of military
organisation. From the point of view of aorganisation. From the point of view of a As I have already observed, the essentially
country that is attacked, it is utterly imma- technical work of the Conference must form
terial whether the attack is made by arm-uterial whether a the attack is made by arm- part of a comprehensive system, and it is in
ured cars or aircraft belonging to the regular two main directions that solutions must be

forces or formations organised on a military sought - in the direction of prevention and
basis within the meaning of the Convention,ion and mutual assistance.
or by armoured cars or aircraft of formations
not covered by insufficiently precise provi-
sions of the Convention. Obviously, if any The idea of prevention has so far scarcely
country were to expend an inordinate amount been touched upon in international law.
on its formations organised on a military A Convention - but a very incomplete one-
basis - an amount even equal, perhaps, to was drawn up by the last Assembly of the
its military expenditure in the strict sense League. That is not enough. In a matter
of the term- a situation would arise which of this kind we must not mark time. So
would necessarily have to be taken into long as it remains possible to abuse the good
account. faith of others in international relations, or

to make secret preparations for breaches of
The draft Convention is only one element treaties which may give rise to a conflict,

of the constructive work that has to be we cannot ask the peoples to rely purely and
accomplished by the Conference; in this simply on each other's good faith. The
work everything is interrelated and amen- attention of the world and of the whole body
able only to solutions of a general character. of public opinion must be mainly directed
Probably the most important question that towards preparations for war in every
will form one of the chief subjects of our sphere: preparation for industrial aggression,
discussions is the budgetary question. In preparation for air aggression and so on.
the draft Convention, it was left to a special Let us then eliminate the possibilities of
Committee of budgetary experts to draw such aggression by the vigilant action of
up concrete proposals in this field. The international bodies, which can, if need be,
work of these experts has been criticised in appeal to public opinion and to the con-
certain countries, but at the same time it certed action of Governments. My country
does represent the first serious attempt to will heartily support any proposals calcu-
find practical solutions along these lines. lated to make countries that are actuated
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by bad faith shrink from the risks which the achievement of the lofty aims we have
aggression would involve. in view.

It is also to the sphere of prevention in the Our efforts must also be directed towards
widest sense of the term that the Polish the repression of international offences
proposal on moral disarmament belongs. constituting a breach of the stipulations of
The representative of the United Statees te future Convention. It is for the Members
forcefully reminded us yesterday that the of the League assembled here to see that
best guarantee of security consists in your the guarantees embodied in the Covenant
neighbour's good will. Our proposal was are not weakened in any ill-advised spirit
largely based on this very sound idea. f compromise. I am well aware that it
Only a continuous effort in the sphere of will sometimes be a particularly delicate
moral disarmament can bring about this matter to find common solutions for the
feeling of mutual good will of which the Members and non-members of the League
Hon. Hugh Gibson spoke. Hence, without among the different conceptions of inter-
making the progress of the technical work national law and the different systems
conditional thereon, the Polish Government of social, political and economic organisation.
thought it would be most useful to make a We have come here moreover to ee
parallel contribution in the sphere of moral this common ground. We shall make
disarmament, and in a moment it will have a genuine effort, without thereby being
the honour to lay concrete proposals in this obliged to abandon the principles on which
connection on the table of the Conference. the Covenant is based.
In this work of moral disarmament, we rely r i
on the powerful support of the women's In e sphere of m a assistance very
organisations of the whole world, who are meagre progress has been recorded since
such staunch supporters of the cause of the Covenant, and only the Treaty on
peace. Financial Assistance deserves to be men-

tioned. While appreciating it at its fullThe Conference is meeting at a difficultiating it at its full
time -there is an economic crisis a value we cannot but regard it as a disap-

finaial cri r are gve piical pointing result for such a long period offinancial crisis, there are grave political effort. Yet bold attempts have not been
complications and, above all, there is an effor. et bold atte t hae ot b
atmosphere poisoned by distrust. It seems lacking and we look back wih gratitude
to me that we cannot overcome the ob- to the authors of the draft Treaty of Mutual

Assistance and of the Protocol, so rich instacles that are accumulating in our path, anda o rl
the importance of which we cannot disregard, h a 
without doing something to improve the All these problems, which I have only been
international moral atmosphere. The pre- able to touch upon briefly, demand a
vailing lack of confidence in the internatio- solution. It is an immense task, particularly
nal field must be regarded, not as an inevit- in view of differing circumstances and the
able consequence of the economic depression, difficulty of finding common formulae.
but rather perhaps as one of its principal Possibly in some cases a solution on a
causes. We cannot ignore the machinations regional basis within the general frame-
of certain elements who seek to achieve work of the Convention will be found the
their selfish aims by promoting unrest and most suitable, according to well-known
disorder. If the Governments do not react, precedents. My country is ready to accept
the wave of hatred and distrust threatens any methods which will have the result
to submerge everything that has been built of ensuring for the work of international
up with so much effort since the creation co-operation the sincere, loyal and full
of the League. assistance of every country without reserve

and without selfish aims. It is byOur work in the sphere of moral disarm- without selfish aims. It is by
ament must be spread over a long period, bringing into harmony the interests of
like everything that we undertake in the individual countries and the supreme interest
sphere of disarmament; but it is impor- pa tat w sall a a sl
tant that certain practical steps should and lasting solution.
be taken immediately in the interests of
political stability, which is so essential to (The Conference rose at 12.25 p.m.)
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CONTENTS. in threats, and ends sooner or later in an
21. CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL DISCUSSION: explosion of all the pent-up forces seeking

Speeches by M. Hymans (Belgium) M. Litvinoff relief.
(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) and We must therefore search for, and find,
Baron Ramel (Sweden). a formula of agreement. The Preparatory

21. - CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL Commission, which considered this problem
DISCUSSION. during several sessions, drew up the frame-

work of a convention. I think I may say
The President. We will now resume the that Belgium contributed usefully to its

general discussion. discussions. One of the Belgian delegates,
The first speaker is M. Paul Hymans, M. Bourquin, was RBapporteur of the Com-

Minister for Foreign Affairs and delegate mission, and I consider that the draft
of Belgium. which was the outcome of its work is

M. Hymans (Belgium): happily and wisely constructed. It will, I
Translation : I come before you with a hope, serve as a basis for a general agreement.

frank statement of the views of a small From the beginning of the Conference,
country which great events have placed in ideas have been expressed which may help
a special position. to facilitate an agreement. The French

Belgium has come to this Conference with delegation has rendered the Conferen e
a two-fold aim. She desires loyally to a conspicuous service by submitting to
co-operate in the conclusion of an interna- it at the outset a number of concrete pro-
tional agreement for the limitation and posals. I do not, of course, intend to enter
reduction of armaments; she must, at the now upon a detailed and technical exami-
same time, watch over her own security. nation of the system embodied therein.

She is anxious to assist in the consolida- That will have to be done later in committee.
tion of peace for her own sake and for that I should, however, like to single out certain
of others, for, although she possesses special points which in my opinion may pave the
guarantees in a regional treaty of mutual way for a satisfactory settlement of certain
assistance, commonly called the Rhineland matters. I refer to the prohibition of the
Pact, she knows that any conflict in Europe, most powerful and deadliest offensive
even far from her territory, would have weapons, such as bombing-planes, with its
political, economic and social consequences corollary, the internationalisation of civi-
which she could not escape. She must lian aviation, and the prohibition of cer-
also retain such arms as are indispensable tain heavy long-range guns and of chemical
to preserve her independence. and bacteriological warfare, so that, in the

Throughout these discussions, Belgium event of a catastrophe, the civilian popula-
will therefore be actuated by national tions may be protected, so that they may
and international considerations, which, be, so to speak, kept out of the war, and
moreover, are closely interwoven. the theatre of operations be circumscribed.

We must all hope, for the sake of security I refer also to the organisation of a system
and peace, that this Conference will lead of international supervision over armaments.
to an agreement. If, after several years Sir John Simon, first delegate of the United
of work, deliberation and study, the States Kingdom, has expressed similar views.
assembled here were to separate in an Mr. Gibson, too, voiced ideas very like
atmosphere of dissension and increased those I have mentioned, and it seems
irritation as a result of their discussions and that, on these various points, we may be
their failure, public opinion, which, even able to advance towards an understanding.
now, is in a nervous and agitated frame of In this sphere, the Conference will have
mind, would receive another serious shock. the Belgian delegation's entire sympathy
That would be a setback -a moral and and support.
a political defeat. The belief in right and I must now speak of my own country.
peace would be weakened; budgets would After the war, in which Belgium was
increase; the race for armaments would involved against her will, she concentrated
become uncontrolled, and would inevitably her chief financial effort on urgent recon-
lead to war, bankruptcy and revolution. struction work. Later, succeeding govern-
The multiplication of armaments engenders ments, in consideration of the general
a sort of intoxication, over-excitement, condition of Europe and of the treaty
infatuation, which impels countries to indulge obligations and guarantees, set themselves
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to reduce military, budgetary and personal legal barriers against war. There is the
burdens to what was strictly necessary Covenant itself, with Article 15 and the
for defence, for there can be no question of sanctions in Article 16. In the Statute
anything but defence. of the Permanent Court of International

When, some months ago, on March 4th, Justice, there is the article on compulsory
1931, I was summarising our political jurisdiction. There is the General Act
situation in Parliament, I said, "Belgium for the pacific settlement of international
will, if necessary, be able to defend herself ; disputes, the Convention on financial assi-
faithful to her past, to her traditions, to stance to States vicims of, or threatened
her instinctive loyalty, she will fulfil all by, aggression, the recent Convention to
her obligations, she will take up arms strengthen the means for preventing war
only to defend her territory and her i-indely, the Locarno Treaty, which
pendence and to discharge the duties pr- represents a local, regional application of
scribed by her Charter ". The duties pre- the principles of the Geneva Protocol, and,
scribed by her Charter are the obligations to crown all, the Pact of Paris, which
laid down in the League Covenant and those prohibits war.
specially fixed in the Locarno Treaty. Pacts are sometimes ridiculed for their

As long ago as 1922, Belgium, after weaknesses. The only weak pacts are
much consideration, reduced the period of those which the signatory States fail to
military service to an average of twelve carry out. But in ten years and I am
to ten months and even, for the greater one of those who have been privileged to
part of the infantry, to eight months. follow its growth from the beginning-the
She has reduced her effectives from 121,000League has nevertheless done an immense
to 66,000 men, and her budgetary expen- ou of work. I do not think so con-
diture from 326 million to 206 million gold t a 
francs; she is reconstructing certain defence and yet is the work completed Is
works on her frontiers for the protection it sufficiently complete to provide nations
of her territory. It is a small territory engaged in great wars or exposed to special
with no natural boundaries, no mountains perils with the necessary guarantees? We

cannot claim that it is. The world wouldor narrow defiles. It is not very broad cannot claim that . The world wou
and is situated at a nerve-centre of Europe. be a stronger and a more stable place if
In that territory, great wars have occurred th popls were sure that, in the event
which, in certain spots now famous with of aggression or danger, effective and speedy
the echoes of the battles fought there, id ld be forthcoming. That is an
have ended in losses and victories that ideal, perhaps a remote ideal, when we con-
have shaken the world. Finally, it was sider facts and the mentality of the nations.
invaded and occupied for four and a-half But there are certain points in which
years. progress can be made forthwith and which

must not be postponed.
We are therefore bound to take the neces-

sary steps to safeguard our country against Fit ad te quciently fmilia, so
the recurrence of such disasters. In doing which you are all sufficiently familiar, sothat I need make no more than a passing
so, we have kept in mind the general reference to it - there is the adaptation
condition of Europe, the treaties, the dan- to it a

s to which we maye epo of the Covenant to bring it into harmony
gers to which we may be exposed, our with the Paris Pact. What remains to be
geographical situation and our special cir- - the raditional formula -
cumstances -that is to say, Article 8 of t 

the Covenant in its actual wording. is to close the gap, lest the spectre of war
slip through, and to extend to every war

After all, Belgian armaments are not of aggression the penalties laid down in
a menace to the world, and Belgium's Article 16. And then there at once arises
ambitions will not trouble Europe. another problem: the Paris Pact proclaims

I turn to Article 8, to which I have just the solemn condemnation of wars of
referred, for that is our law in this matter. aggression. But if we are to create an orga-
It fixes the method by which we are to nised state of security, if we are to create a
solve the problem before us. It couples feeling of security - in other words,
security with armaments. It links up confidence- are moral sanctions adequate ?
directly the reduction of armaments and True, public opinion and world conscience
the need for security, and that is only are imposing forces, the strength of which
common sense. Of course, the nations will we have had an opportunity of gauging.
not consent to forego defensive armour But are they in themselves sufficient to
unless they are equally well protected by arrest, to punish, to repel the aggressor, the
organised peace, by the maintenance of criminal disturber of the peace ?
law, by mutual assistance, by co-operation Prominence has been given to one very
against unfair aggression. This idea of striking idea in this connection. Is it con-
co-operation is at the very root of the ceivable, when all countries have agreed
League Covenant. in condemning war, when the right to make

From the very beginning, the League has war no longer exists, that an attitude of
constantly endeavoured to apply law to indifference or neutrality should be deemed
international relations and to organise co- legitimate or even possible in the face of a
operation. It has raised a whole series of violation of the Paris Pact e Can you


